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lntroduction

Multiple use planning is a combination

for vast tracts of land require that large

tal determination and adjustment of

amounts of data processing and analyti-

current needs. Most metropolitan area
plans are, in fact, derived from adding

1 Determination of the appropriate use
to which a piece of land should be put

cal capability be supplied by modern
inf ormation processing technology.
Therefore, it is also assumed that operational methods of multiple use plan-

on the basis ol both ecological and cultu ral characteristics;

ning are dependent upon quantification
and description in other than graphic

of the f ollowing factors:

2 Projection ol anticipated

resource

terms.

needs for the f uture;

3 Anticipation of changes in the current socio-economic structure which
would

inf

luence the suitabilities of land f or

particular uses; and

5 Understanding the political and economic decision processes within their
respective jurisdictions as they rnf luence
Federal Lands.

From the five points listed above, one
may infer that a logical system of multiple use planning must necessarily be

extremely complex. lndeed, the techniques for dealing with problems of the
magnitude of the Appalachian Forest
Region are only lust beginnrng to emerge
rom the interdisciplinary sciences deal-

f

ing with land planning. This paper will
attempt to identify some ol the theoretical constructs which are being utilized

in the determination of land uses in
urban-oriented f ields, with particu lar

ECONOMIC MODELS As its title suggests, an economic model is based upon
predictable economic patterns of

represent one state by another, such as
the description of evolutionary processes
in ecological systems in terms of energy
f lows. Symbolic models utilize symbolic
representation of properties, states, or

f

of natural and ecological features.
Analogic models are often utilized to

processes, a good example being a
mathematical formulation of the relationship between one part of a natural
system and another. Simulation models
are not "models" in the strictest sense,
but rather imitations of natural phenom-

ena. ln addition, models may

be

normative or descriptive or some mixture
of both. Since most of the models
utilized in current planning methodol-

Assumptions

land use planning concepts in these
two areas. ln this paper "c/assi cal"

seeking a level of comprehensiveness in

means of evaluating these decisions in
social and economic terms before proceeding with the allocation of land to a
speciftc use or set of uses. Decision
processes involving management plans

of density and use suitability.

realistic events or phenomena. lconic
models are large or small scale representations of states, objects, or events
and play a basic role in the description

reference to the pressures of urbanization on non-urban land.

their planning that enables them to
evaluate decisions at many different
scales of activity, and to possess a

Triangle Regional Planning Commission's Development Guide is an
example of the mechanical assessment
of rural land capabilities lor u rban
(as opposed to probabilistlc) concepts

At the most fundamental level, models
are experimental designs based on

ogies fall into the categories ol symbolic
and simulation models, this paper will
confine itself to an evaluation of current

It rs assumed here that the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture is

standards relating to density and suitability for specific uses. The Flesearch

development based upon deterministic

luence the fundamental value

systems by which decisions are made as
well as the demand for resources;
4 ldentification of the factors which
inf

Basic Concepts Associated with
Planning Models

projected land-use needs to an inventory

of current uses, modified by normative

refers to the widely accepted theoretical
constructs of a number of symbolic
models, while "contemporary" refers to
a number of ecological and simulation
models which have attracted considerable attention in recent years.

behavior on the part of individuals,
classes of individuals, economic sectors

(such as industrial, agricultural),

or

irms.

Classical economic models had their
origin in agricultural and u rban land
rent theory, and the basic concepts
remain generally true today. Typically,
an economic model assumes that a f ixed
amount of resource will be distributed
according to a set of preferences which

are interrelated. A budget

equation

describes the relative values of individual resource components in terms of
the total economic resource available;
an indifference surlace describes the
permissible trade-offs between resource
components which are equally satisfy-

ing to the individual, f irm or

sector.

Alonso's famous budget equation states
that the income of individuals is a f unc-

tion of expenditure among

household

goods and services, living space, and
transportation. Other economic models
of behavior can be built on diflerent
assumptions, yet the effect is essentially

the same: to distribute expendrtures
among a group of resources according
to a fixed economic input. ln general,

Classical Models for Land Use Planning

economic models of behavior are easily

MECHANICAL MODELS Many land use
planning agencies have developed comprehensive plans based on an incremen-

Thus, the revenue from timber sales

applicable to natural

environments.

could be described as a combination of
permissible board-footage in a grven

area, tts labor and transportatton com-

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING MOD-

the focus of attention for land planning
These concepts were formalized by lBth
and 19th century naturalists and landscape architects such as Humphrey

be distributed among the transportation

ELS Linear, dynamic, heuristic and
stochastic programming all describe
models whose basic property is to allocate resources according to quantifiable relationships and constrainits.

ponents, and other ltems such as
ref orestation. ln a similar manner, the
total income available for recreation on
the part of a class of individuals mtght
costs and other competrng costs of

a

variety ol household goods and services.

MODELS OF INTERACTION A considerable amount of land use planning
is based upon two well-known mathe-

matrcal concepts: The gravity

model

and the potential model. Both are based
on the phenomenon of interaction which
states that the amount of activity among

two population groups is a direct function of the size of these groups and an
inverse f unction of the distance between

them. Stated mathematically, interaction
models have the f ollowing structure:

Linear programming is especially useful
in determining the optimum combination
of resources or the optimum size and
location of a specific land use or indus-

try when relationships between variaables, minima, maxima and objective
functions are known. However, non-

lU represents the interactton between
Pi and Pj al a distance dli
apart, K is a constant. and e is an
populatron

exponent.

Models of thrs type are used extensively

another.

tions, and various attempts to define
appropriate morphologies in terms of a

clearly-def ined problems can be handled
in this manner. Thus, resource allocation
as a mathematical programming problem

characteristics is the breakdown of land
into regions, types, classes, and units,

is best handled as the seeking of a
solution for specific industries rather
an a general

istribut

ion f or

u

n-

Shortcomings ol Classical Models

in

d

specified firms.

Environmental Hesource Analysis

istics. These models employ
capability. Another set of

the

common

together with a corresponding change
In the structure of analytical information.

There are many ecological models in
existence today, although three of them
account for the bulk of methodological
variation. These models are named after

their authors: G. Angus Hills, Philip

H.

Lewis, and lan L. McHarg.

Most of the models and methods described thus f ar possess some degree of
usef ulness in solving problems relating
to natural landscapes. However, their
dependence upon the def inition of a few

major variables in quantif iable

terms,

or on sets of mathematical relattonships,
render them relatively ineffective when

dealing with complex and interacting

tional purposes makes some of

interaction are especially usef ul where
populations create pressures on natural
areas and where such Pressures may
force the conversion o{ one land use to

soil

associations, plant and animal associa-

characteristics of use suitability, use
leasibility, use compatibility, and use

shopping centers. Dr. Larry Tombaugh
of the School of Forestry at North Carolrna State Unrversity has proposed that
the locatron of vacation homesites can
be described by models of spatial inter-

site features such as bodies of water,
shorelines and so on. Thus, models of

deterministic models involving

complex array of natural character-

ecological systems. Also. the necessity
to quantify relationships for computa-

are stated in terms of prelerred vacation

L.

specify in terms of mathematical programming models, and it has been
found that only relatively specific and

to determine the location of highway
routes and the size and location of

action where the factors of attraction

Repton, "Capahility" Brown, F.

Olmstead, George Perkins Marsh, and
others. Currently operational methods of
land use planning are combinations oJ

economic problems are fairly difficult to

th

, _K t+=]

purposes for many thousands of years.

the

mathematical models inapplicable to
geo-specif

ic

phenomena.

Finally,

G. ANGUS HILLS. Hills' methodology
originated in the study of soil associations for general land use planning. ln
time, this shifted to an analysis of landforms and geology in order to reveal a
parent materi al and a structure for soils.
Finally, he utilized vegetation and forest

ecology to detect variations in soils.

Out of this comprehensive approach
grew a sophisticated notion of land
classification and analysis which is
widely utilized today. ln general, Hills'
method consists of three phases. The
irst phase proceeds with breaking down

classical models are most effective at a
very large scale, except for mathematical programming models which can be
applied to specific srte situations as
well as to large regions.

f

Ecological Models of Land Use Planning

categories. The second phase consists
of a ranking of the potential or limitation
for each use or activity on the land identif ied in phase one. Finally, the relative

of land into consecutively smaller units
of physiographic differentiation until the
smallest unit with any homogeneity in
landscape features is identified. This
smallest unit, a physiographic site type,

is then related to a set of
Historical research reveals that unformalized ecologrcal concepts have been

land-use

potential of the units for dominant and
multiple use is considered, and these
units are grouped into larger units for
the purpose of defining an appropriate
management policy. Hills considers four
land use activities-agriculture, wildlife,
forestry and recreation-but usually
ignores the inf luence of urbanizing land.
Use potential is ranked at the local level

(i.e. local physiography) in areas of 5 to

tend to introduce some of the cultural
inf luences

of man on the landscape.

IAN L. MoHARG Ecological Determinism
is a phrase coined by McHarg to express
a deterministic approach to def ining the
appropriate morphology for land. There
are six major elements in McHarg s
approach:

1

or more.

2 Description of natural

PHILIP H. LEWIS Lewis' work in envi-

3

elements
a

more restricted physiographic definition.

These prototypical elements are then
treated as replicable units within a

it should be noted that

Ecosystem inventory;

McHarg

s

smallest scale of investigation is still
too large for detailed site analysis, and
that his methodology rarely produces

processes;

site-specif ic concl usiveness.

ldentif ication of limiting factors;

is

concentrated primarily in the area of
recreation analysis. From his work for
the State of Wisconsin he evolved a
methodology for defining environmental
corridors which contain 90?t, or more of
the resources required for recreation.
He approaches the task by dividing
resource patterns into those possessing

intrinsic values and extrinsic values.
lntrinsic values relate largely to the
perceptual qualities of natural environments, while extrinsic values relate
to those created by man-made changes
or adaptations within the natural envi-

4 Attribution of value;
5 Determination of prohibitions
permissiveness to change

6 ldentification ol indications of
bi

and

sta-

ining the concentrations of resources.
ln the f inal stage Lewis develops a series
of priorities based on specif ic activities
by incorporating detailed ecological
studies and f ield checks into case study

ecosystem possesses. Finally, indications of stability and instability allows
for evolution within the system. Thus,
ecological successions, erosion phe-

areas. His work may be confined to
recreation resource analysis, but it does

nomena, and other agents of change are
included in this methodology.

tions and analyzes them by grouping
them into visually coherent patterns
through the use of transparent overlays

(this is often referred to as the sievemapping technique, or its converse,
density mapping). The emergent and
coherent patterns then become corrrdors
and help to establish a geographic
framework which is understandable to
public and governmental officials. How-

def

tion which any given element in

fall into two realms: analytic scale,

and

methodological rigour. The problem of
investigative scale forces each methodology into a set of areal classification

lity and instabi lity.

ever, the complexity introduced by
superimposing a large number of overlays requires a numerical method for

an

inventory of resources and soil associa-

Shortcomings ol Current Ecological
Models in Environmental Resource
Analysis

ln general. the chief drawbacks associated with current ecological models

;

The first two elements of this methodology are descriptive; they refer to the
collection of data pertaining to plants
and animals within a prescribed physiographic regron, and to the processes
which describe the interdependence of
these living organisms. ldentif ication of
limiting factors refers simply to establishing those factors which ensure the
perpetuation of any ecosystem (such as
topography, water regimen, and so on).
Attribution of value covers four levels:
intrinsic value, productive value, value
as work performed, and negative value
or constraint to use. Determination of
prohibition or permissiveness to change
requires a series of judgment related to
the tolerance for human use or habita-

ronment. Lewis then develops

searches for prototypical

within these macro units on the basis

macro physiographic region. However,

100 acres in extent. and at the community level in areas of 16 square miles

ronmental resource analysis

McHarg works with major physiographic

regions-usually within a river basin or
watershed f ramework-{o establish a
macro pattern of land use. He then

an

schemes which do not allow their
replication, expansion or contraction
into different scales. That is to say, they

are non-modular and are thrrrefore
difficult to compare and evaluate. This
leads in turn the second major drawback: lack of analytical rigor. Enormous
quantities of site-related information are
requires for even comparatively small
areas, so that case studles or prototypes
must be developed as an alternative to
com prehen

sive

stud

ies.

Th

is

raises

questions as to the accuracy of generalized prototypes of land use classif ication in situations where site-specific
information reveals, as it always does,
its uniqueness. One final point may be
made with respect to current ecological
models. Only one of the three discussed
above manages to deal with urbanization
as a phenomenon. This is one of the
reasons why both McHarg s and Hills'

approaches to land use planning are
unable to resolve the problem of urban
versus rural trade-offs in the process of
development at the urban f ringe.

4

Systems Analytic Models

ol Land

Use

b

Water regimen (creeks, f lood plains,
marshes).

P!anning

During the last decade there has been a
growing body or literature dealing with
systems analysis. This may be described
as a generalized methodology dealing
with the identification of relevant parameters and variables and the relationships

which exist between them within

a

particular system. A working model of a
system is created by organizing the
total system into a series of sub-systems

and by adding factors of change to
eq u i lib r iu m co nd it ions. Ste initz and
Rogers created a working model of the
urbanizing region around Boston which
included f ive allocation models-indus-

try, residence, open space

and

recreation centers, and transportationand four evaluation models dealing with

local politics, loca.l

ances,

visual
acceptability, and pollution abatement.
f

in

Each separate model represents an
explicit description, in quantifiable
terms, of the relationships which exist
between the components of the system.
By making an assumption about rate of
change for the whole region one is able
to study the eff ect of growth, or decline,
in each of nine models listed about.

rrent systems analytic models

are
usually based on a geometric module as

Cu

a unit of investigation. However, the
Boston region model operates effectively only at one scale-in this case a
1iz mile square. The
author has devised a systems simulation
technique for analyzing a grid-cell

grid cell of about a

system of expanding modular units
ranging from 100' x 100' and 1000' x
1 000' to 5000' x 5000' and beyond. The
technique, wh ich is based on determrning the spatial evolution of cities, is
easily adaptable to a modular analysis
of natural areas. At present, the major
variables and parameters are grouped
as follows:

c Soil characteristics (permeabi lity,
bearing capacity).
d Vegetation.
e Wildlife and game features.

2

NATURAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
a Topography.

raising the costs of planning analysis.
However, it is anticipated that systems

ACCESSIBILITY-RELATED

FAC-

TORS

Accessibility to schools.
b Accessibi lity to employment.
c Accessibility to shopping centers.

analysis will be used on a large scale by
the late 1970's and that this usage will
bring with it a nationwide demand for a
coordinated information network.

3

PROPERTY-RELATED FACTORS
a Ownership (public, private).
b Land value.
c Land-use controls.
d Sewers.
e Roads.

Current use of property.

g Age, if residential.
h Structural condition,

if residential.
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
a Median family income level

4

b Race/ethnicity concentrations

The simulation system distributes growth

and change to land units of 22 acres or

larger as currently conceived, but the
actual scale of analysis can be brought
down to the level of one acre.

Shortcomings of Systems Simulation
Models

Conclusion

The advantages and disadvantages of
each methodology or model have been
appraised in the previous material. For
the present, it seems that the Forest
Service would be best advised to create
a modular system of land classification
which could be used with any of the
current ecological models. This modular
system would possess the capability of
conversion to any computational methodology, such as the systems analytic

models, while still retaining

its

relevance to specific site analysis. The
system should be as f lexible as possible,

to be
into larger units, or sub-

allowing for the basic module

grouped

divided into smaller ones. ln this way,
the Appalachian region may be treated
comprehensively, while specific sites
can be examined in detail.

ln general, both ecological models and
systems analytic models deal with the

concept of a set of interrelated phenomena. Ecological models, however,

1.

CLASSICAL MODELS AND

CONCEPTS

operate on the basis of individual
inspection, while systems analytic

Surveys ol Theories and Models

models rely upon the analysis of massive
amounts of data. Thus, the largest single

Chapin, F. Siuart, Jr. "Review Article:
Selected Theories of Urban Growth

problem associated with the systems

approach is in the securing of suff icient
resources to develop and maintain an
inventory of information. lt is considerably easier to map natural characteris-

tics and to compare them by

using

transparent overlays,

Philip

as in

Lewis' approach to land use planning,
it is to convert them to numeric

than

1

Another problem inherent in the
systems approach is the need to utilize
very large and powerful computers, thus

a

f

computerized data from aerial surveys.

codes f or

co mputation

al

pu rposes.

Nevertheless, remote-scanning methods
are already being employed to generate
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lntroduction

The diagrams presented on the following pages represent a schematic
outline of a process for stimulating urban growth and change. While the
process is designed for application to urban situations, it is nevertheless
applicable to rural areas and metropolitan regions. lt is based on the assumption that growth variables are determined through scale of analysis;
that is to say, the characteristics of growth at a large scale are not the same
as those at a smaller scale, and that some form of modular relationship may
be used to pass f rom one set of variables and parameters to another. These
diagrams describe a two-phase algorithmic process in terms of sectors and
cells and show how some major urban variables may be included.
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1

Most similation studies tend to follow the
general process indicated above. The major
dif ferences occur in the number of urban activities treated and the allocation and evalu-

ation methods. By relaxing the control
parameters, it is possible to convert simulation programs of this kind into gaming
simulation studies.
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Figure 2
All of the major variations of the model
shown in f igure 1 appear here. At least six
kinds of basic models arise out of the
methods

of handling activities in coniunction

with allocation and evaluation
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processes.
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Figure 3
This is the basic process on which the
algorithm is built. lt consists of a distribution of growth increments to sectors of differential growth followed by assignment to
specific locations.
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Figure 4
The study region is divided into a grid-cell
system consisting of cells and sectors as
shown. Determination of growth rates would
bring about a ref inement of the arbitrary
sector shown here.
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Figure 5
Each sector exhibits two growth characteristics: A simple, yearly growth rate, and an

annual rate of change.
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Figure 6
Under normal circumstances analysis would
reveal that the sectors are, in fact, quite irregular and that the boundaries do not con-

form to the regular grid pattern shown
f igures 4 and 5.
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Flgure 7
This portion of the basic process shown in
figure no. 3 illustrates the major structure
of the algorithm: A double-stage distribution process within sectors. The underlying
assumption is that differential growth rates

for

sectors within an urbanizing region can
be built into the simulation process.
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It

can also be shown that probabilities of

development apply to each cell, and that the

of these probabilities is representative of the probability of a whole sector. At
those times when a sector is too coarse for
accurate measurement (as in high density urban situations), cell probabi lities may be the
best way to arrive at spatial development.

aggregate
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Figure 9
This demonstrates some of the essential difference between two kinds of information
utilized to estimate the probability of development for a given cell. The upper diagram
illustrates relational kinds of information,

while the lower diagram shows site-specif ic
information. A weighted aggregate of these
characteristics is used

to set up the f inal

velopment probabilities

de-

for a given cell.
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Both illustrations demonstrate the value of
physical improvement to a given site. ln the
upper diagram value is a function of surrounding development. while in the lower
diagram value is a function of services provided.
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The constraining effect of land-use control
systems and of sites preempted for public
purposes are shown here. Adjustment and
conformance to control systems is a funda-

mental part of the algorithmic

process.
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Figure 12
The concept of development pressure -- i.e.
inward pressure on enclosed land, or outward pressure on open space -- is made part
of the process by the creation of a search
radius to examine characteristics of property
for development purposes.
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Figure 13
The terminal stages of the basic

process

the potential forseveral kinds of computerized output. The upper diagram shows
a digital map of varying densities against a
background of natural and man-made features, while lower diagram shows a topologiposses

cal interpretation of the varying

density.
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F

igure 1 4

This map is a variation of the previous topologi cal interpretation of varying density and
demonstratss one of many possibilities for
the computerized output of spatially dis-

tributed phenomena.
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Richard R. Wilkinson
Warren J. Ranney
A LANDSCAPE I}ASIS FOR RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Public land management is increasingly
subject to changing demands and pres-

sures. As a model f or management
devices that have application in the
private arena, it is free from two major
constraints; the public domain is not
real estate and theoretically there is a
continuous management capability. As
real estate, private land is subject to a

progressive deterioration in

scale

(1) uses requiring special permits, (2)
scenic management and (3) recreation
development, urban development, and

other services. Attempts have been
made to accommodate these newly
important uses on a project by project
basis, creating more problems than

a given level of detail, it could be compared directly to the other areas (water-

sheds, ranges, wildlif e)

have been solved both within and without the public lands. With this in mind,
these questions should be asked:

()8{ :il uY
F(]I]CTION

through division of ownership rights. As

the rights are divided into smaller and
smaller units the potential for management decreases. Real estate relates to

its own logic and criteria and has no
relationship to natural systems or change
management. The public lands are lree

from this constraint although they are
subject to many of the same pressures

F

1. Why have the multiple use management guidelines not been able to accommodate new and diverse obyectives and
why is there not more benefit to the
community from public land functions?

for use as private land.

2. What can be done to correct the
complexity and confusion, while pro-

It is reasonable to expect that progres-

the public land resource to the

sive deterioration, irreversible degradation and uncontrolled consequences of
use would not be a factor in public land
management. To date they have not
been, but as pressures for more dtverse
use is placed on them, the system by
which they are managed must evolve in

such a way that new uses can

management, wildlife management, and range
management today appear to be successfully established and managed.
However, because of increasing social
and econom ic pressu res the management agencies are now responsible for

additional uses which have not

been

seriously considered in the past. They
not only lace the problem of integrating
new objectives into management plans
but it also must fit new land uses into
the public domain in such a way that the
national lands, as a resource, act as a

more positive influence in local and
regional areas. Some of the categories
which the agencies now consider are
27
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local,

I) STRICT

regional, and national community?
:;llt

3. How can corrective or benef iting
measures be formulated, adapted and
implemented

?

be

fibre production, watershed

\\,ATER
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viding the highest sustained benef it f rom

accommodated.

ln the past, land management agencies
have had the responsibility of meeting
diverse objectives with regard to the use
of the national public lands. Wood and

at the same

level of detail. This made it very easy to
compare the objectives of different
uses and to permit their resolution.

MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: The United
States Forest Service is the most prof icient land management agency, and has
created a suitable management structure
for their present objectives.

Looking back at the way the source
integrated its objectives for forests,
watersheds, ranges, and wildltfe, each
one of these areas had its own individual objective. Each could be defined
and was broken down to many levels of

detail in order to breach the gap between the broadest, most abstract,
objective level and the on-site level
where physical change occurs. ln addition, when something was to be done
in one area (forestry, for example,) at

tt

vt

L AT,,r.'FlrcH 1)EvFLoPl.rEttT

occ(]Rl

FIGURE 1. - Activities within the various
functional categories are compared at the
same level of detail throughout the system.
This affords the means for evaluating and
comparing the consequences of operatrons.
ln this way standard practices of activity for
one function can be modif ied to assure results acceptable for other functions.

Today, however, new objectives with
associated land uses brought into the
public lands have not been sufficiently
broken down and compared at common
levels of detail. For example, it is hard
to understand the relationship between

the special use permit policies and

urban type development without either
broadening the scope of extra-agency
involvement or narrowing the scope of
special use permits. When land uses
cannot be compared at similar detail
levels, projects take on the appearance

of being independent,

somewhat

unrelated, and confused from the regional or even district policy standpoint.
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mapping

can itself be broken down. This common

mapped, however, it can be interpreted
and re-used for any land use, or land
development analysis as to suitability,

character can then be the guide by
which all land use objectives can be
divided into common levels of detail.
There are many "common denominator"
characters which one can apply in land
use detail levels such as time, acreage
through grid patterns (excellent tor

SUPERVISO
OF F ICE

computers), administrative boundaries,
physical barriers, etc. However, since we

are dealing with the integration of land
uses, some of which are governed by
land productivity, land form, and envi-

ronmental quality

FIGURE 2. - When new functions are incorporated into the management f ramework
without a backlog of experience and knowledge of environmental tolerances, the im-

pacts are compared indiscriminately and
confusion results.

it appears

ecological-physiog raph ic

that

cond itions
breakdown of land use

should guide the
objectives. The land, broken down into
successively smaller units as governed

by existing natural conditions (topography, soils, d rainage, vegetation,
climate, etc.) is extremely versatile as to

land division sizes desired. Once the
physiographic characters are identified
which divide the land in a way that best
fits administrative capabilities, use ob-

jectives can be broken down accord-

MANAGEM ENT CONSIDERATIONS

ingly.

ln order to facilitate the integration of
various land uses (or land use objectives) it is necessary to maintain an
overview

of the entire jurisdiction

or

Literature research has shown that there

are many different formats for environmental analysis following the physio-

region to which similar general land use
objectives will be applied. ln this way,
objectives imposed on public lands may
show the necessary degree of continuity

graphic or ecological breakdowns. The
dilferences usually are either a f unction

prerequisite in regional planning. Consistent with this, the overall objectives
would also be of a similar detail level for

lyzed. For example, G. A. Hills collects
bench marks or extremes in the envi-

comparison and integration. The second
factor vital to the planning and integration of land use is the breakdown of land
use objectives. Each level of breakdown
should be the same for all objectives so
that they may be compared with each
other at any common level and consequently integrated. Each objective at any

level can then be viewed not as

an
part of

isolated entity but as an integral
the entire region or planning process.

of large amounts of environmental information (as opposed to Hill's

ln order to breakdown land use objec-

tives, it is necessary al some point to
choose a factor, condition, or scale
which is common to all objectives and

of how the raw information was collected

or how the raw information was anaronment, determines the gradient
between extremes and using use

capability, suitability, and feasibility,
selects "proper" land uses. P. H. Lewis
in his analysis procedure places particular importance on "environmental

corridors" as

a basis or land
f

use

planning. The general analysis proce-

dure recommended by the authors is
very similar to lan McHarg's ecological
determinism procedure. This last proce-

dure requires the collection

and

procedure). Once

the

inf

ormation

is

capability, and feasibility. Once the
maps are interpreted and overlayed
(using a filter mapping process), poten-

tial development can be evaluated

and

planned. The level of detail in McHarg's

procedure is sufficiently fine

to

evaluate single projects, if it can be
consolidated into consistent management units.

ECOLOGICAL BREAKDOWN:

of

A

means

establishing decision levels

and

planning criteria.

ln McHarg's analysis procedure, major
natural and cultural features are inventoried such as climate, geology, physiography, hydrology, soils, plants and
animal associations, and land use. These
features can then be evaluated according to desired general land uses giving
those areas with the most desirability the
darkest tones. Overlaying the maps then
reflects the most desirable conditions as
the darkest areas, the least desirable,

the lightest. This land breakdown

is

only good down to a scale considerably

larger than the single building

site.

Eventually the desired land use objectives for an area can be put into a matrix

as a way to determine their

inter-

compatability. This, combined with the
land use analysis map, then determines
where certain land uses can be placed.
The actual placement of land uses how-

ever

is

subject

to

analysis

of

other

economic and social factors.

This breakdown by McHarg offers little
in the small scale breakdown of the land
in a way that can influence site-by-site
development. Since development is gen-

erally a project by project (site by site)
aggregation over time, an addition to the

environmental analysis breakdown has
to be made. This can be done using

28

single physiographic features.

For

example, topography could be used to
identify replicated land features such as
hills of perhaps 500 to 1,000 acres in
size. These hills, or units, could be further divided by topography to identify
smaller three-sided hills of perhaps 50
to 100 acres. Beyond this, topography
may not work. One may then have to

shift to another physiographic characteristic such as soils or vegetation. The

actual characteristic used does

not

greatly matter. For example, when dividing land into 50 acre sites, one would go
down the scale of land characteristics

until that feature which will divide the
land into the range of 50 acre sites is
reached. lf, for instance, an area could
be divided into 50 acre sites by soils
but eventually in traversing areas this
classification (using soils) becomes too
large or small, one can use the next land
characteristic on the scale (either up or

down). Also the next scale could use
the same feature but at a finer scale

(such as topography as

mentioned

above).
100 acres
50 acres
10 acres

Topography
Soils
Topography
Vegetation

1 acre

Microclimate

0.5 acre

DECISION LEVELS AND
MANAGEMENT

Breaking land down to sites small
enough'for site planning permits the
planner or land manager to compare
desires with those of a developer on a
one.to-one basis at the site or land unit

level.

ln this way, as the

context, the land unit. The land breakdown is the key to guiding land development by permitting land use objectives
to be expressed at a level developers
can respond to. Atter all, development
is predominantly the accumulated product of developer's decisions at the site

level. An additional check on land use
and development can be expressed in

the terms of "ecological

indicators"

which are sensitive to land change. For

example, stream quality

or

quantity
characteristics are excellent interpreters
of the treatment of a watershed. Quality

lmproved site treatment would mean the

possibility of more intensive development while at the same time maintaining
the quality of the ecological indicator.
Because of the incremental breakdown

of land use objectives and land units,
three factors can now be related on a
one-to-one basis. These factors are the

-

.Physiographic characteristics
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utable to development and specif ic trade

offs can be made that recognize the
long term use of the site in its larger

limit certain types or extent of land
modif ication but could also express
itself in terms of individual site plans.

FIGURE 3.

ISOLATES

manager

breaks his objectives down from the
highest to the lowest levels he can tell
the developer exactly what criteria he
must use to satisfy finite considerations.
ln this respect the land form is a determinant of both development practices
and resource management. Alterations
in resource quality are directly attrib-

or quantity standards (as set by social
or economic conditions) could not only

vary in their constancy. At each level of detail they can be plotted to diff erentiate and
compare characteristics and capabilities for
determining their suitability for use.

sions, compromises, and the integration
of objectives can thus be combined into
a viable planning approach with regard
to those who express sufficient interest
in their community or region.

isolates (scenic management, special
use permits, recreation, forestry, etc.),
management of the resource (the combined effect of the isolates), and the
physiography

or land base. Conces-

FIGURE 4. - Comparison of the isolates and
their combined or interacting impact on the
physiographic systems

of the environment

can be managed under a system that

uses

them as a management resource.

The purpose of this approach is to
establish a format which will permit
management control. ln privately financed developments on private land it
has not been a central objective of the
manager to assume responsibility for
the external consequences of actions.
ln the case of the public manager this is

an integral part of his duties.

lt is not

always possible to fulfill the responsibility unless provisions are integrated

throughout

the entire planning and

development process.
Development in most cases proceeds on

a project by project basis. Public managers tend to model their methods of
control on the private sector and treat
each project as a separate and distinct
entity. Rather than try to integrate the
projects over time they are segregated
into different sites. Through this process
the infill of land use proceeds much the

same as

it does on an urban

development.

striP

This is

a product of seemingly nonreconcilable ownership and taxation
problems. Public lands are not subject
to these problems and experimental
forms of management can be explored
as a testing ground for ultimate private

By setting limits, which is common, for
the quality and quantity of change considered tolerable management can work

backward through the development
process. This is impossible, however, if

adaption.
FIGURE 6. - Each operation in accompl ish.L
':t, t I

ing an objective is subject to external
tvef a)

pressures and in

turn produces consequences

that are beyond the scope of

.t

./

management

and its linear objective f ramework.

l'--'\.

iT

-

the preservation of property values. ln
the public land situation this is not an
issue, but the maintenance

ol

envi-

ronmental systems is, or should be.

/\l

Lril)1,'trr',J
)t

FIGURE 5. - Conf licting boundaries of func-

tional management areas conf use efforts to
integrate and control new objectives and
their environ mental

co nsequences.

The central issue involves the capacity
to manage. This is based on being able
to assess the limits of management in a
realistic manner and divise programs
that do not exceed that capacity. The
key lies in relating the carrying capacity
of the natural environment with the
generative ability of management to
produce and control change. By structuring a situation in which the impact of

change

is read directly through

the

monitoring of the natural environment.

The need is to retain conunuous control
and asess the impact of new plans in
concert with past change. This requires
that an alternative to site by site development of land be created. The obvious

solution is the land unit. As described,

it is intrinsically related to and controlled by natural processes. lt has no
inite limit for use of any one type, but it
does have a capacity for change based
on a given technology and management

f

priority scale. lf land is altered by a
given process the change can be
detected. lf the purpose for making the
change can be met by another method
which makes less of an impact, and is
feasible in other terms, then it should
be used.

The existing process is a form of dis-

jointed incrementatalism. As a process
it involves the creation of a larger
entity, such as a community, out of a
series of unrelated projects which are

ln most current instances this does not
happen. The scale optimatization generally necessary for innovation is precluded by prior site categorization, or

not considered to have serious or long
term consequences to the environment.
As each is established it is considered
complete and management seeks new
and equivalent opportunities. As these

the existing aggregate impact

of

previous piecemeal change, which

is

irreversible.

Proper management can, if it controls
all the circumstances of its action,

are added the external effects compound
into an unmanageable situation. Control

of consequences is a vital objective for

nique or skill exists to go back and
enfold past accomplishments into the
ongoing scheme.

I

'zl

each project is treated separately as it
arises, and abandoned to managerial
limbo upon completion. The sheer number of project by project impacts increases beyond control and no tech-

increase the capacity of use, and relate
physically, uses which were previously
incompatible. Management must keep its
opportunities before it and never relinquish control to excess. By relating all

has an end capacity assigned to it.
There is no inherent resource or envi-

FIGURE 7. - Operations of various f unctions
can be evaluated and integrated within the
context of physiographic units. The units
can be the basis of management control.
Problems and consequences arising from
operational programs can be compared with
the limits and capacity of the unit to sustain
change without destroying its internal structure or producing unacceptable consequences

eventualities for change to a common
base and never exceeding the capacity
of that base to sustain change it can
build on past actions and increasingly

ronmental objective involved, other than

beyond its boundaries.

maximize its capability.

public management and the methods
necessary to institute this are inherent
in the land modularization process.

Urban managers divide their jurisdictions into Euclidian zones, each of which
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predicated upon needs and cultural
norms of society, which change over

PART !: LOCATION THEORY AND
INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES
One of the major problems to be faced
in urban development is that of estab-

lishing a set of priorities for area
renewal and new development. The
process of renewal is normally initiated
after existing areas have become both
physically and economically deteriorrated. Changing needs, and outmoded

uses provide

a

basis

for renewal in

central areas, while outward growth
appears to be based on a dynamically

speculative real estate market. Where
the former depends heavily on visual
recognition of conditions, the latter is
more dependent upon accessibility and
potential for extension of existing urban
services.

Priorities

time.

design criteria do not generally provide
a strong means for converting program
information into a physical design.

The objective of this study is to develop
a series of explorative models for estab-

ln part, Central Place Theory represents
an attempt to explain the geographical

lishing

a spatial

disposition of urban

development schemes based on visual

of the condition and arrangement of facilities. The study will be
described in three parts: first a theory of
evaluations

"optimal location" of facilities will

be

developed; then a demonstration of the

application

of this theory to

urban

development needs will be presented,
and lastly, a discussion of the effectiveness of each application, along with its
relative potential as a plan-monitoring

or development are estab-

lished through long range plans for the
urban area, which in turn are determined
by a "comprehensive" planning

approach.r Comprehensive

planning

normally presents the community with a
single set of objectives and goals, with

policies for development aimed at
achievement of the set. The more
dynamic approach of a constantly
updated inventory

of

conditions

and

uses presents a more realistic approach
to
be initiated without compromising long
range goals, while adapting these goals
to trends of development in the city.

to planning, allowing minor changes

lnformation concerning condition of
facilities and arrangements should be
incorporated in a dynamic long range
plan, i.e. one which is changing constantly according to two major variable
areas. The first, condition and arrangement of facilities, can often be usefully
described by visual evaluation techniques. The second, planning criteria, is

. f n" *rprehensive planning goals approach
rs discussed in Allshuler. A: "The Goals of
Comprehensive Planning ', in JOURNAL OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, August,
f

1965. pp.186-197.

tion on growth potential, location
hierarchies of economic units.r

and

The
physical arrangement of economic
units seems to obey cedain rules of

hierarchy, distance, and catchment. The
resulting arrangement is described as

the "economic landscape" in

which

facilities are deployed over space

device.

in

obedience to theorems of interaction of

ln the same way that people choose livf

distribution of economically viable urban
units. Central Place Theory is "the
theory of the location, size, nature, and
spacing of . . . . clusters of activity", and
has provided a basis for much specula-

ing places using relevant parameters
such as proximity to employment,
shopping, recreation, and schools,
planners and urban designers use these

criteria to choose areas in a city or
urban area such that there will be a
f lexibility of choice for their "clientele",
the population. But where individuals
tend to choose on the basis of a static
situation, planning must deal with the
more dynamic aspects of choice. Over
periods of time, urban areas change in
environmental quality; this change may
be toward improving or declining conditions. The ultimate goal of planning is to

correct the declining condition through
conscious design, making all the parts
fit. The effects of planning and urban
development are the result of subjective

prediction of "better states" or conditions in cities. We may understand, for
example, the relationships between
owner occupancy and housing quality,
or between rental housing and community spirit; these relationships extract
very subjective information from objective data, implying "better states" which
might be available. What we don't fully
understand is how these relationships
may be converted into design programs
which achieve desired ends. Attempts

to feed

behavioral

pref

erence

into

productivity and consumption, along
with the utilization of available re-

sources.s Behavioral preferences do not

normally play a vital role in locational
decision making.
Most Central Place Theory practitioners
use the wealth of modern mathematical

models made available

to them by

expansion of the theoretical base. The

basis for variation in most models

is

usually the means of measurement used
to determine the extent or realm of the

"trading area". The trading area

is

usually conceptualized as a series of
regional (or local, depending on hierarchial scale) patterns, either systemically
geometric or non-geometric. Christaller,
for example, develops a set of intricate
hexagonal relationship diagrams to

exhibit hierarchial orders of

trade

centers, based upon levels of economic
interaction.l

2. B"rry, B J. L . A

GEOGRAPHY OF MARKET
CENTERS AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTION. PrenticeHall. Englewood Clilfs, New Jersey, 1967.

g. f-ti..r'.

A : THE ECONOMICS OF LOCATION.
New Haven, Yale University Press, 1954.

4. Christaller, Walter. DIE ZENTRALEN ORTE lN
SUDDEUTSCHLAND. Translatec by C. Baskin.
Englewood
1

965.

Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentrce

Hall,

Clearly, an understanding of the effiof one system compared to

to a new location will be marginally better than what one has at present. Alonso

ineff

suggests that satisfaction is the relevant
criterion of optional location of house-

change measures in the inefficient system. ln terms of "beefing up" one system

holds, unlike other locational concerns.i

ciencies

iciencies of another provides a
means for implementing conscious

to make its retail trade, gross

produc-

tion, or capacity to serve commensurate

with others of its hierarchial

level,

economic designers can specify a program for upgrading the ineff icient
economy.

Location theory may broadly be described as an attempt to def ine spatially
interactive segments of society, and to
develop a deeper understanding of the

factors or forces which influence

real world constraints on choice of
direction, and denying the fact that

in the form of accessibility and mobility is never unconstrained lor a given route. Second,
technology is assumed to be constant,

transportation

induce f irms or individuals to locate in
any given place.:, Traditionally, Location
Theory has also suggested that city size
and region size are not determined exogenously, but from laws of optimality and
hierarchy6 lt has also suggested that
f irms or individuals make choices on the

or the ability to develop new means for
overcoming obstacles to free choice is
limited, denying man's ability to overcome problems in his environment and
to manipulate the environment to exert
his will. Third, resources are assumed to
be evenly deployed over space, implying that every place has an equivalent

basis

endowment, and denying the geographi-

of a series of criteria

and

aimed

roughly at maximal efficiency, equity,
and utility. Pursuing this, choices are
made normatively, and consciously ol
levels of satisfaction with returns from
existing and new or anticipated locations or sites. Satisf action is primarily an
optimization process in which discrete
cutting-off points determine the choice
f

rom among alternative courses of

action; these cutting-off points

are

usually determined on the basis of what
is acceptable from a marginal increase
standpoint-what one has from moving
5-a"r,

drscussion oJ locatron lheories. see

Losch, op. cit.; Christalle(. op. cll., and lsard,
W : LOCATION AND SPACE ECONOMY MIT
Press. Cambridge. Mass. 1956.
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Most of the theory reduces reality to
conceptual systems through a set of
operating assumptions.s First, transportation is assumed to provide equal
access in all directions, eliminating any

cal and geological advantages held

various contiguous areas. Lastly,

by
in

these assumptions is the exercise of
choice or preference on the part of most
firms or individuals. lt is clear that most
urban residents trade off satisfaction on
one need for an increase in satisfaction
on another. For example, in transportation, people select the route to work
which minimizes time of access, and
consequently narrows the range of locational positions for residence to suit a
minimum transportation need. Over an
urban area, there are many locations
which satisfy any or all of a set of needs
in varying degrees: the chooser is indifferent to these locations up to a point.
His choice is usually made intuitively as
to the site which offers the greatest sum
of all his choice criteria.

It is

reasonable

to

assume that all

movers, or migrants, to an urban area
exhibit this type of preferential behavior.
The degree to which they actually
search on the basis of a set of criteria,
and weigh each site in terms of discrete
criteria analysis is a matter to be empirically determined, but I suspect it is not
a vigorous mathematical process for

or

economic terms, a series of assumptions

most individuals. The view

are built upon single producer, single
market and constant labor skills, abstracting reality to devise conceptual
models ol the flow of labor and capital

the real estate market, e.9., where

image

most in-migrants have of their urban
area is by and large determined through
an

agent helps them to find a home in the

within and between trade areas.

new place. Clearly, there are various
classes of migrants, many of whom

The abstraction of reality through these
assumptions creates models of regional
or spatial interaction which shed light on
the complexities of the economic process and allow a greater potential for the
understanding of policy effects by altering one assumption while holding the

never contact agents, but deal for housing through friends or personal initiative. But their choice or preference of
place is normally based upon similar,

rest constant. But implicit to most of
7. Alonso. W.: "A

Theory

of

the Urban Land
URBAN ECONOMICS, Leahy, W. H.,
L.. and Dean, R. D.. ed itors. The

6. Zipf , G. K.' HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND THE
PRINCIPLES OF LEAST EFFORT. Addison
Wesley, Cambridge. Mass.. 1949. lt is conceptually correct but rearistically untenable to
expect that a city will c- ier itsell in the rank
srze hierarchy due to the set of limitaling
assumptions rn the followrng paragraph. lt rs
true. however, that crties or towns in a bounded
area exhibit some constancy between therr srze
(pop.) and their rank as deirned by Zipf and

B. These assumptions are taken
which attempt to treat the spatial
the economy, (Losch. lsard. et. al.
arm at positing a srtuation rn
regional or inter-urban flows ol

Beckmann.

labor might be studred.

Market", in
McKee, D.

Free Press. New York. 1970.

from studies
character of

op. cll.) and
which inlercapital and

but

socio-economically categorized
A lower class person will
choose whatever residence he finds
which suits his means; this choice is

criteria.

abnormally limited in our society. Middle and upper class persons choose for
similar reasons, but their choice range
is more open, primarily due to freedom
of movement in the city and to a lack of
financially related constraints. However
individuals f ind their place of residence,
it is normally part of a process of becoming familiar with the spatial arrange-

ment

of

spaces and functions

in

the

city, regardless of its size. ln part ll,
attempt to describe the f actors

I

physical environment is a determinant
behavior and ol mental health in

will

of

which influence their choice, and which
consequently provide an insight into

urban dwellers.r') Many empirical studies
have demonstrated that behavior is very
much dependent upon physical space,
and efforts to improve the quality of the
environment have directed the design
professions to study and explore spatially determined behavior. Such studies
have ranged f rom experimental to
intuitive, attempting to create a labora-

growth potential in the city.

The preferences of individuals in locating and settling in various spatial areas
of a city is a primary determinant of the
spatial distribution of activity in cities,
and of the resultant patterning of physical growth of cities. Locational preferences are conditioned by the state of
the city at a point in time, in the sense
that choices are made from what is cur-

to the

individual in
terms of f acilities, activities, and the
quality of accessibility to and f rom

rently available

these. Preferences are also conditioned
by cultural norms, which have a vastly

different effect on the spatial deployment ol city lunctions. ln England, for
example, there is a lesser dependence
upon vehicular modes of movement, and
pedestrian communities are not uncommon.l) Consequently, distances between

tory for aesthetic phenomena in which
behavior might be observed and related

to design criteria. Essential to understanding the behavior of individuals is
the exercise of spontaneous choice (as

opposed

to controlled or

directed

choice) of activity modes and environments. Spontaneous choice is perhaps
a misnomer, since most people exhibit
a tendency to act according to previous
experience, according to a mental "set"

residence and places of economic,
recreational, and cultural activity are

which has been developed and ingrained
or imprinted on the memory throughout
the individual's lifetime.rr Following their
mental "set", individuals subconsciously
choose environments in which they feel
a sense of satisfaction experientially,

reduced and communities become more
compact socially and physically, with a
higher dependence on public systems of
transport between centers of activity.

experience, and pursuing patterns of
behavior which "fit" their needs. Needs
are not genetically determined but are

Although economic conditions

have

played a large part in emphasis on pub-

lic transport throughout Europe, it
seems reasonable to conclude that

predicating their choice

on

previous

based upon recurrent and positively
reinforcing stimuli, and the individual

preference structure has had much to do

with the continuance of the pedestrian
community.
Despite the success of location theorists

in describing the behavior of individuals
in the economy, most of the theories

leave out one essential criterion f or
location. Designers have long pointed

out that the aesthetic quality of

the

Tho ooservalion is based upon lirsthand
experience in living and traveling in England
I observed that many new towns have
where
--g.
been designed to reduce dependence on automobile transport. utilizing Radburn-type neighborhoods. and Garden City-type layouts, with
central areas wh ich successful ly separate
pedestrian and vehicular movemenl.

10. Relevant readings ate to be found in
Proshansky, H. M.: W. H. lttelson. and L. G.
Rivlin: ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. Holt.
Rinehart and Winston. New York, 1970. See also

Craik, K.. "Environmental Psychology in
DIRECTIONS lN PSYCHOLOGY lV. Holt,

NEW

Rrne-

"spontaneously" seeks such stimuli.t2
The choice or preference for one loca-

tion over another is based upon

a

spontaneous search for psychic rewards
of familiarity, confidence, or convenience
arising from a reasonable arrangement
of activities and behavior between place
of residence, place of work, and places
of shopping, recreation, and cultural

pursuits. Psychic rewards describe the

levels

of

satisf

action and cutting-off

points inherent to the choice structure
the individual uses to process alternative site possibilities. Psychic rewards

derive f rom being close

to a

large

shopping center, in a decent neighborhood, in the district of the finest school
facilities, or within easy reach of the job

or place of daily work. But they also
derive from a more qualitative consideration, manifested in the condition of
the "personal space" or the territory of
the individgsl.t;! People seek actively to
"exert a measure of control over their
environment through the ordering of
objects and activities to suit individual
needs; generally this can only result
where there is some measure of proprietorship over environmental effects. The
converse of psychic rewards would be
psychic costs, where the individual

trades

off levels of

satisf

action

or

proprietorship to achieve or accomplish
certain goals.

fe. n"orrrant Behavior rs discussed at length
in Kojala, J ' SOCIAL SYSTEM AND TIME AND
SPACE (Duquesne Unrversrty Press. Prttsburgh.
Pa., 1969). lndividuals develop mental "maps" ot
social or physrcal acts. and bring these acts to
bear on new siluattons. allowrng thelr prevrous
"map to determrne therr behavior recurrently.
See also Stea, D.: "Envrronmental Perceptron
and Cognitron: Toward a Model for'Mental
Maps , rn RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENT,
Coates and Moffett. eds.. North Carolina State
Unrversity, Raleigh. North Carolina. 1969. pp

hart, and Winston, New York. 1970.

63-76.

11. See Parr. A. E. "Psychological Aspects of
Urbanity' in JOURNAL OF SOCIAL ISSUES
Vol.22, No. 4. 1966, pp. 39-45. ,: "Desrgn for
Eye and Mind", rn INDUSTRIAL DESIGN: Vol

t3. T",r,torirt,ty iS delined as 'an area of
which an animal or group ol anrspace
mals defends as an exclusive preserve, tn
Ardrey, R.: THE TERRITORIAL IMPERATIVE
Dell Pub. Co., New York. 1966. Personal;;pace

16. No. 7. September. 1969.

"Lessons of an Urban Childhood",

AMERICAN MONTESSORI SOCIETY
-,j
Vol. 5, No. 4, 1969.

rn

BULLETIN,

rs

a concept developed by R. Sommer: PERSONAL
SPACE. Prentrce Hall. Englewood Clrffs. New
Jersey.1969.
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Psychic rewards may be linked to phys-

ical patterns of growth in cities where
the demand for new locations exceeds
its supply and vice versa. Whatever the
deployment of city functions, there are
portions of the urbanized environment

which are more or less eff iciently
developed which will offer individuals
new location possibilities, regardless of
socio-economic class or means. There
is also a ring of undeveloped land on the

periphery of every city in which condi-

tions are more or less su itable f or
uture expansion of the urban area.

f

Both present possibilities for individuals

to choose from in settling and offer
psychic rewards as stimuli; as such they
also present two areas for study of the
phenomena of urban physical growth,
which will be developed in this study.

Most models of urban growth, of location, and of preference are based upon
as many factor relationships as ade-

quately can describe the phenomena
being modeled. Models of transportation systems treat every conceivable
contribution to movement in cities as a
part ol the overall system, projecting

these to produce quantities of various
modes of transport required to satisfy
future needs. But they do not treat the
physical quality of the environment as
a necessary constraint on the types and
amounts of transport modes needed.
Models of urban growth attempt to link
the transport system with activity and
land use patterns, bul never seem to
include the amenity value of the physical environment as stimulus or restraint
on future growth. One major reason for
this has been the problem of quantifying what are essentially aesthetic cri-

teria in which individual judgments
must prevail. Architects and designers
hold themselves to be capable of making these judgments, yet each and every

one of them has a different view and
appraisal of the subjective quality of
physical arrangements of objects in
space. Still, studies have indicated that
architects do tend to appraise the
qualities and character of spaces and
39

buildings in a similar fashion,rrsuggesting that this set of professionals might

make a contribution of the necessary
qualitative judgments to the process of
modeling urban phenomena. The problem lies in the development of techniques which standardize such judgments, while allowing them to retairl tl'e
f ull range of aesthetic values.
The purpose of this paper is to attempt
to devise a beginning-the development
of a model is a long-term process, and if

the model is to be tested on a real
world situation, it must be tested at
several points in time. Moreover, since
many of the inputs to this model are
variables in the subjective sense, due
to their aesthetic judgment nature, it is

within a short period. Like the city
study, this highway location project
utilized aesthetic judgments and onsite appraisals to determine the
environmental impact of the highway,
with a major outcome that of using the
highway to stimulate redevelopment and

renewal zoning rather than locating it
agreas of the
city. This project was instrumental in
rerouting the highway from a high quality environment to a new location based

in "twilight" or "grey"

upon aesthetic judgment bef ore the
highway was built, avoiding great
financial costs, but also preventing a
great psychic loss to the community.

Hopefully the two projects will exhibit
the potential f or aesthetically judged

essential that they be tested on a variety

criteria as a determinant of future devel-

of situations. Two such projects

opment

have
been

been carried out. First, data has
collected for a city of 100,000 and this
has been computerized and stored for
manipulation and analysis. All of the
data has been collected using on-site

aesthetrc judgment procedures. The
purpose of the project was to organize
and institute an inventory of amenity
value and physical quality of relationships in the city's environment which

of cities. lt should fit

easily

within the context of existing models of

location and urban growth. Stressing
that it is an ongoing area of involvement,

lwould solicit

suggestions and criti-

cisms of the process as well as insights

or analysis. ln the next part I will
describe the factors which affect loca-

f

tion of individuals or

developments,

using those factors which have

determined mostly

f

rom

been

aesthetic

could be constantly updated as develop-

judgments, and observed relationships

mental changes occur, but which also

in the urban environmenl.

would present a rough indicator of
trends in growth and potential for
future growth.

PART ll: FACTORS AFFECTING
LOCATION

The second project, completed

Of all the

designed to determine a single "best"
location for a major f reeway in a highly
urbanized setting. The framework for
the study incorporated many of the

which establish a distance or time
relationship between home and the

two
years ago, was a static location analysis,

inants of location used in the
above study, but these were not projected forward in time or updated. With
such a discrete objective, the study
could be formulated, and concluded
determ

determinants of physical
location for individuals in cities, those

various activities are those which are

usually considered first in location
models. Psychic reward is likely to
result from being close to a good shopping center or the place of employment.

Similarly, psychic rewards are to be
found in being able to locate in areas
where lot size and neighborhood arrangements are such that open space is

14. Whrte, W P D: The Meanrng of Character
rn Archrtectural Spaces, unpublrshed thesrs.
N C. State Unrversrty. Ralergh. N C., 1967.

a

recreational amenity as well as a
factor of community appearance. Until
we can distinguish empirically between

the more important ones, these relationships, or locational factors are weighted
equally in both studies.

includes recreation, school, and social
f

unctions.

The best way to develop an index

The factors which

determ

ine

the

attractiveness of a given location in a
city can be categorized roughly as those

of accessibility, availability of land in
the real estate market, and the classifications of land use functions and their
relative stability. Each category suggests amenity or disamenity depending
on the psychic rewards or costs inherent

to each. Each category also suggests
the need for some means of quantifying values in order to build ratios or
indices of attractiveness for any location in the city. Taken over every census
tract, the indices produce maps of areas
in which, for a given category, the loca-

tional advantage of one tract
another is explicit. A site with a

over
high

advantage would combine high levels of

accessibility, quality land available, and

of land use. The problem in
developing a model of locational
stability

advantage is to derive indices for each
advantage which are compatible with
the goal of the study, i.e., that of using
aesthetic judgments to determine potential for f uture urban growth trends.
Accessibility is a function of the relative
ease of movement over the transport

network, and of the distance to those
places in the urban community to which

individuals desire access. Different
types of roads afford different speeds of
movement; congestion notwithstanding,
the speeds are related to ease of accessibility. Thus for any site in a city, it is
possible to develop an index of acces-

sibility to any other site simply

by

summing the time-distance relationships
between a given site and each and every
other site, with corrections for congestion. This is an essential task,
because such an index is necessary;
but impractical, because access to a//

other sites is unwarranted. Three activities require access: employment, shopping, and cultural, where the latter

of

accessibility is to determine the possible
places of employment, of shopping, and

of socio-cultural activities. But in the
latter, recreation is essentially a nonurban f unction, requiring access

to

points outside the city; school sites are

predicated upon location, and most
schools are assumed by this model to
be equal in quality; and social patterns
are unpredictable and widely dispersed.
For these reasons the latter is excluded,

and two accessibility models are pre-

as a form of trip-generator
analysis. The first, employment, defines
sented

the major employment centers of

the

commerce centers ot employment
centers, as in the case of theatres, sports
centers, or institutions. A list of such
activity centers, all "imageable" in the
Lynch notation'.1, provides a third model
of accessibility which is derived using
the same procedure as the first two.
Once again the resultant spatial pattern
of desirable locations is a function of
ease of access and the spatial deployment of such functions.
Each of the three models is dependent
upon the spatial disposition of activities
and the relative ease of accessibility to
such activities. ln a city where these are
concentrated centrally, the resulting
pattern of attractive residential locations
will resemble a contour map in which

city, and the major roads network, and
sums time-distance relationships f or
every tract in the city. An underlying
assumption is that the majority of
persons will work in centers of employ-

the major roads are ridges, or

ment, such as industrial areas, shopping

resulting pattern will resemble concentric rings of relative accessibility. For

centers, downtown areas, and so on.
The model is based primarily upon the
spatial intensity of employed activity,
assuming that this will be sufficient to
def ine the attractiveness of any site
relative to its proximity to such spatially

high

points, and more distant secluded residential areas are valleys or low points.
ln a city where activities are dispersed

generally over

the urban atea,

the

the individual, the most

attractive
location will be the one with the highest

index located closest to the center of
the city. This is an optimal condition; it

dispersed centers.

is conditional upon certain social norms,
land use patterns, and the preference in
our culture for suburban living areas.

is defined in
exactly the same manner: the major

The real estate market is the second

The second, shopping,

snopping areas are related to the major
roads network through time-distance

sums, and census tracts are indexed
according to their relative proximity or
accessibility to shopping areas. lf this

method proves viable, the index of
accessibility for either activity will produce a map of values which represent

the spatial pattern of desirable locations
with respect to the particular activity.
A third accessibility index can be developed by determining a discrete number
of activity centers or major points, which
represent the non-employment and non-

commercial activities settings provided
by cities. Frequently these coincide with

locational determinant. Location of residence is a function of the availability of
land in the urban area, whether developed or undeveloped. Urban atea

models of the real estate market suggest that the existing stock ol housing is
in a dynamic state of change, with older

units obsolescing, and with newer units

changing hands. Older housing

is

vacated by families searching for better,
or new accommodations, and is either
renewed or occupied by upwardly
mobile families. ln the center of the city

there is usually a substantial inventory
of available housing, but in certainareas
15f!-.lt

op. cit.

tenure is more stabilized than others,
due to social or physical conditions. ln

urbanized area, land use stability,
acce'ssibility

of shopping,

accessibility

inventory of housing which supports a
different class of people, whose tenure
is more likely to be stabilized than center city residents. Lastly, on the growth
threshold ol the city, undeveloped areas

sidered to be highly unstable, with
other uses falling in between. Areas

which ate semi-unstable or unstable
suggest possibilities for redevelopment
or renewal, creating potential locations
for functions other than residential in

of employment, accessibility of cultural
or activity points, availability of open

present themselves

the process; these do not always occur

search and qualitative judgments. There
are two basic ways in which these can
be fitted together to determine the probability of growth of the urban area. The
first is written around the potential for
the existing or currently developed urban
area to support extensive further devel-

the outer areas, there is a

on the

similar

market,

either through speculative development
or through individual transaction. The
trend in recent times has been toward
the development ol "shopping communities" on the edge of the citY, a
phenomenon which has provided positive directional growth stimulus to the
city as a whole.
Psychic rewards are associated with the
evidence of basic desire on the part of

residents f or semi-urban sites, good
quality low density housing, a yard tor
the children to play in, and neighbors
with similar socio-economic status and
means. The availability of locational
possibilities for residences is determined by economic means of certain
social classes; in middle and upper
classes this involves the more distant
areas from the city center. For lower
classes, mobility is not easily achieved,
and residents are "chained" to the areas

they currently reside in. ln spatial
terms, this leads to two models of

locational possibilities: the first is
couched in terms of the redevelopms6l-lshabilitation potential of presently urbanized areas, while the second
is couched in terms of undeveloped land

which enters the market

in

adjacent

areas ol the city.

The potential of the currently urbanized
area to present new location possibilities is limited by the stability of present
uses, and by the settlement pattern of
socio-economic groupings within the
city. Stability is determined in part by
land uses, in part by the quality of physical structures, and in part by ownership
conditions tor any given site. lndustrial
and institutional properties are generally
41

considered to be stable, while lowincome rental housing areas are con-

in the center city, but can occur in

outlying (but not remote) housing areas
as well. The first input is a representa-

tion of the relative stability of

urban

functions, in which the index is a simple
ordinal scale of values.

The second input, binary in nature, is
determined from land ownership condi-

tions also, but here the criterion

is

ownership of open space which is next

in line for "annexation" to the urban
area. Some lands are publicly owned;
these will remain undeveloped insofar
as this study is concerned. Other lands
are privately owned; if accessible, these
will provide the areas for future outward
growth. lf inaccessible, roads normally
are built to link them to the urban system. An underlying assumption here is
that services to the site can be built
when the site is ready for development.
Socio-economic groupings are relevant

to both models: in the first, they influence the location of individuals within
the existing patterns; in the second, it
is likely that suburban developments
will maintain the socio-economic levels

attained in existing developments at
the edge. Lastly, population density is
related to the first model, insofar as
density conditions are a function of
zoning, and as new development or
rehabilitation must work within the
zoning ordinances. For both socioeconomic status and density of popula-

tion information can be converted

to

ordinal scales.

Eight basic maps of lactors affecting
locational possibilities for any given
urban area have been described. To
summarize, these are as f ollows:

space, socio-economic groupings and
population density. Each is developed
as a sub-model, and in index or relative
number terms; each is the result of re-

opment through renewal, inf illing, or
change in zoning; this is termed "vertical" growth. The second, "horizontal"
growth, is a consideration of the poten-

tial of the currently undeveloped
peripheral land to provide new areas
for residential development; it is primarily a function of the ownership and

costs

of

acquisition

ol open

space

around the city. This study assumes that
both forms of development are carried

on conjunctively. The locus of areas
which provide physical growth potential
in the city is a function of vertical and
horizontal growth phenomena linked
with the preference of individuals in the
city for the highest personal satisfaction

measured subjectively as psychic
rewards. The probability of f uture
growth of the city as a whole is taken

to be those areas estimated to provide
the greatest amount of psychic reward
to inhabitants on the basis of their
personal needs or strivings.

The eight base functions can be combined mathematically in an infinite number of ways. A city is considered to be a
spatial array ol information in material
form; every cell of area contains the

eight indices of locational f actors.
Various combinations of the f actors

produce visual displays which describe
the potential future growth areas of the
city, for the set of input factors specified.

The overall model of growth is static,
or based upon conditions present tn
the city at a point in time; as such it

provides an indication at any time of
the growth trends present in the city.

ln this study, the approach to developing a land use inventory is through

Only time can bear out the validity of
this predictive device: at a second point
in time, we can collect the same information and observe whether vertical

"windshield survey" and map analysis.

and horizontal expansion has

taken

place as estimated from the first.

lt is

possible, however, that the information

gleaned from the initial study would
provide planners with an indication of
the needs of their constituents, and
enable them to alter the future outcomes

through concentration of efforts on
those trends deemed inadequate, or
those which deny certain classes a
reasonable range

of location possibili-

The initial objective is to build an
information base of maps from which
diagnostics may be made to determine
those areas of the city which off er
potential for future growth or indicate a

need for change. Changes are to be
specified from observed deficiencies in
the information. Every map would contain a single "bit" of information for
every area covering the city and for a
substantial portion of the outlying area
as well.

Due to the availability of the SYMAP and

ties.

GRID program,rd the two-dimensional
format ol the study was adapted for

ln the next two sections two applications

submission to these programs. A map of
1 mile) was gridded off
Raleigh (1"

of this model of locational preference
and future growth delinition are presented.

PART l!!: THE RALEIGH STUDY.
LOCATIONAL DETERMINANTS OF
URBAN GROWTH
This project was conducted while acting
as a critic and assistant to a studio in

Urban Design at North Carolina State
University from September to December, 1969. The brief in this instance was
to formalize the approach to initial analysis of a city and to develop a framework from which a meaningful plan for
physical growth and expansion could

into 1lZ" increments, each of which
was considered to be reasonably close
to the size of the existing census tracts
in the city, Where the census tracts are
essentially irregular in shape, it was
concluded that these were unimportant
because the basic information was not
to be highly dependent upon census
information; conversely, where information was derived from the census, a
"round ing-off

" process was used

to

convert the census tracts into gridded
form.

Raleigh has shown a pattern of growth
which is essentially bi-directional over
the past 20 years. Following the stimulus

take place.

of a major shopping center, it has
extended its urbanized residential area

Raleigh, a city of approximately 100,000,

some 8 miles to the north, along former
rural roads, adding low density, medium

provides a good study f ield for the pilot
effort, for reasons of size, accessibility,
and degree of urbanization. The entire

urban area can be perceived and
inventoried over a reasonably short
period of time, and there is a good
source of supplementary inf ormation
available f rom the local planning
agency. Moreover, two-dimensional
documentation

is

substantial, up-to-

date, and also readily available.

and high cost developer tracts to the

urban fabric. This initial thrust

has

attracted other shopping centers, infilling with residential areas as much as
available land would allow. The other

direction, to the southwest and west,
has not had the advantage of the shopping center stimulus, but evidence suggests these stimuli are emerging as the
pressure for more and more residential
area intensif ies.

due to heavy institutional
of land to the south, there
has not been a noticeable trend of
growth in this direction. Similarly, to
Perhaps

ownership

the east, the total directional

growth

has been negligible, probably due to
barriers in the form ol socio-economic
conditions in the more central areas
and to the lack of clearly articulated
transportation systems.
The major road network in Raleigh has
had a pronounced effect on growth. The
Beltline, not yet completely encircling
the urban area, runs f rom the southwest

across the north and terminates due
west. lt is scheduled for completion in
the next decade; but, for the present, it

has served only the two d irections
described as a growth stimulus. There
are six major radial routes, two entering the city from the west, one from the
northwest, one from the north, and one
from the east. The south radial has only
served as a locator for various industries

and business enterprises which find it
convenient to be located on a major
road. To facilitate understanding of the
physical layout of Raleigh, a skeleton

roads system map

is

presented

in

Figure 2.

The first step in analysis of the Raleigh
urban area was to develop the eight
base functions described in the previous
section. These base functions are then

combined in eight study maps which
aim at determining the likelihood or
probability of future expansion on the
basis of hypothesized relationships
between base functions.

16. SYMAP rs a computer mapprng program
developed by lhe Laboratory lor Computer
Graphrcs, Harvard Unrversity, Cambridge.
Massachuselts. GRID ls a simrlar program
developed by the same group.

A. The Base Functions

1.

Urbanized Land (See Fig.3) This map
5 values which express the

contains
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degree to which the study area has been
built up, with the lowest value repre-

sented by an asterisk ('), the lightest
tone; and the highest by a "9", or the
darkest tone. The degree of urbanization
assumes stability of current land use,
and is thus expressed as a percentage
of the total area in each cell which has

already been developed. The

f

ive

figures represent quartile intervals, i.e.,
Oo/o, 25o/o, 50o/o,

75"/o, and l OOo/". Thus,

where a "3" occurs in a grid cell, between 25o/o and 50% of the land has already been developed, but up lo 75o/"
may still be acquired and built upon,
depending upon ownership and zoning
constraints. Urbanized land is simply a
description of the built-up area of Raleigh, abstracted from the land uses and

zoning regulations which exist. lt is a
determinant of the potential for a given

cell to support vertical

(increased

density) or horizontal (new site) development.

2.

Land Use Stability (Fig.

q

Land Use
index of the

Stability is essentially an
relative stability of a given land use. lt
is determined from an existing land use
map, the age and physical condition of

the structures in each use and

the
observed aesthetic quality of the physical development in that tract. Generally,
certain land uses are more stable than

others, such as institutions and buildings of government. Upper-income and

middle-income housing is normally
semi-stable to semi-unstable depending
upon age and condition. Low grade commercial areas and absentee-ownership
housing are semi-unstable, undergoing
frequent changes of use, and other lowincome housing is unstable. Outmoded

factories are unstable, while producing

industrial areas are semi-stable

or

highly stable.

The purpose of the land use stability
map is to define the probability, an
index, of a change in use or redevelopment, within the urbanized area, giving
insight into the potential for vertical
expansion of the city.
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3.

Proximity to Shopping (Fig. 5) This
map represents an index of the distancetime relationship or relative accessi-

bility of each cell in the urban area
shopping-intensive centers. lt

developed

by tracing the

constrained paths f rom each

to
is

speed-

of

12

shopping areas along the major roads
network and from there to the outermost
edges of the study area. At the scale of

(1" :

approx. 1 mile), an
individual can move 2 cells in one
minute at 60 mph,, 1 cell at 30 mph.,
one cell in 2 minutes at 15 mph., and so
on. A circle with a radius whose length
is determined by the level of shopping
activity is drawn using each shopping

the maps

center as a center respectively, def ining

the radius of catchment for that shopping center. A neighborhood grocery
will have a small radius; a regional
shopping center, a large radius; downtown Raleigh and North Hills and Cameron Village are the top shopping areas
in the city. A household residing somewhere equidistant to these would therefore be considered to have excellent
access to a variety of shopping areas
and are represented by the darkest
tones on the map.

4.

Proximity

to

Employment (Fig. 6,

Employment centers provide the same

relative accessibility index as in
Proximity to Shopping, but not necessarily with the same spatial distribution.

Using 20 areas of intensive employment, such as N. C. State University,
the Fayetteville Street atea of downtown, the government complex, the

Downtown Boulevard

industrial

by institutions or the public, and effectively removes them from the real estate
market. Building on information from
the Urbanized Land map, the function
attempts to identify all areas in which
some open space undeveloped land
remains available lor future development. Some cells contain developmsnlthese still offer potential for develop-

ment in the following degree, stability of
land use held constant: 07o , 33o/o, 67o/o,
and 100% . On the map, the lightest tones
represent public owned, non-available
lands, while the progressively darker
tones represent degrees of availability.

Comparison with f igures 2 and 3
demonstrate the effect of publicly
owned land on the potential location
of sites for development outside of and
on the edge of the existing urban area.

6. Major Points AccessiDitity (Fig. B)
1n this map 30 major attraction points,
such as activity centers for social, cul-

tural, or recreational pursuits,

were

identified, and these points were linked
to the major roads network using a timedistance parameter. The accessibility of
any cell on the map is therefore determined by ease of access to the major
network and, thence, to all of the set of
major activity points, using shortest time
or distance as a path determinant. Once
again, the values are calculated as an

index in which the number represents
the relative amount of time to move
from any cell to all major points. The
range is from 14 to 90 with g6 being an
assigned value to those cells in which
there are no means of vehicular access

available represented by the darkest

"wedge", the index was again determined using radii of catchment and
time-distance relationships. Compari-

tones.

son of figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that
there are substantial differences in the
spatial distribution of areas with good

demographic information, though

shopping proximity and those with
good employment proximity.

5. Open Space Availability (Fig.7) This
map identifies lands which are owned

7. Socio-Economic Groupings (Fig. 9)
This map is determined by census and
no

information on incomes, either per capita or per household, was available. For
this reason, the standard classification
scheme, levels of income, has not been
used; but an estimation of the value of

houses on the real estate market has
been used as a surrogate measure. This

was acquired f rom the Real

Estate

Brokers' Multiple Listing Service for 200
houses picked from the listing, ordered
in value from $9,000 to $74,000; the

location of each was pinpointed on a
map. From visual reconnaisance it was
verified that groupings of houses within
a given value range do occur, and from
this socio-economic status levels were
inferred. On the map the darker tones
represent undeveloped land, while five
levels of socio-economic status are
represented with the asterisk (-) representing the lowest class and the number

anticipated result. The eight base functions have been assigned the following
mathematical notation for convenience.

Uii

:

Lii

:

upgrading the major roads network in

Land Use Stability lndex

this sector.

:

Proximity to Shopping Areas

Peii

:

Proximity to Employment Areas

:

3.

Aii Major Points Accessibility lndex

ranges for houses in each cell.

Gi1

:

Socio-economic Groupings

8.

Population Density (Fi9..10) Using
census and demographic sources, popu-

Dii

:

Population Density

lation density arranges relative values
from 1 to 10 in which the actual density

1.

Vertical Growth I (Fig.11):
Vi1

-t

incompatibility of the two indices in
their present f orm, the results are

Lii

This map combined urbanized land and
stability of the current land use to deter-

mine the potential of urban areas to

These are the eight base functions. The
computer program is written so that the

remain. On the map, the darkest areas
are most stable, while the lightest areas

are unstable. Areas marked with

a

asterisk(*) are not urbanized. The map

suggests that f uture vertical growth

will take place largely around the
edges, but some centralized areas
south and west of Fayetteville Street
are capable of future growth.

difficult to interpret. But from the edge
of the urban area, results are valid (see
line drawn on the map). Darker areas
are most attractive, while lighter areas
are too distant or unaccessible or even
unavailable. The indication is, once
again, that Raleigh has a considerable
amount of land at certain specif ic edges

will present opportunities for
future development. With some changes
in the roads system, this picture could
which

be considerably altered; for exampie,
extension of the Beltline across the
southern half of the city would open
up a large market in real estate in the
Lake Wheeler and Lake Benson areas.

meaningfut

combinations are presented here.

2.

B. Combination Maps

For each map an equation is required

which algebraically combines

4.

ll (Fig.12):
[Ps,i*Pei1)xAi1

Vertical Growth

Here I combined the two
proximity f unctions with the major

base

points accessibility index to determine

the attractiveness of locations on the
basis of their general access to jobs

ln each map efforts have been

concentrated on relating combinations
to subjectively predictive "pictures" of
the potential for future growth of the

and shops. rhe range of values on the
map is from 1 to 5, the darkest values

will

Areas designated by asterisks are outside the urban area; values of 1 repre-

urban area. For each picture

I

describe the producing equation and,

for the sake of brevity, summarize

the

being attributed to technical

Vertical Grorth
Psii

functions into more meaningful arrays of

data.

Aii

to some technical errors arising from the

sustain or support f uture growth
development. Unstable areas will
redevelop, while stable areas will

guide. Eight of the more

-

Specifically, this model represents the
combination of available open space
with major points accessibility, where
the closest "available" cells would have
the highest degree of accessibility, and,
thus, be most attractive for location. Due

scale of the study is too gross to include
these isolated examples.

values for any map can be combined
algebraically with those of any other,
retaining the format of the array in the
process. ln the course of the study, I
attempted over 50 such combinations,
striving to use the two basic types of
growth, vertical and horizontal, as a

Horizontal Growth I (Fig.13):
Oi1

Open Space Availability lndex

representing the highest. These
classes correspond roughly to value

ing ordinance. There are some cases
where the value exceeds 20, but the

of the city, and
be increased by

accessibility could

4

ranges from no dwelling units per acre
to 20, the maximum allowed in the zon-

accessibility. The indication from this
map is the potential for a new large
scale shopping center in the south-

eastern quadrant

Urbanized Land lndex

Psij

Oii

shops; values of 4 represent diminished

errors.

sent high accessibility to jobs

and

*

Peii

*

lil (Fig.1a):
[Dii

x

Aii

)

to Vertical Growth ll with the primary
difference that of the inclusion of
Population Density. The hope was to
see if numbers of people exerted any
changes in the f irst f ormulation. The
same ranges apply, and comparison
suggests that the conclusions remain
the same as in the first effort. Density
simply refines the result, making the
outcome preferable as a combination
to f igure 12.
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5.

7.

Combined Growth (Fig. 15):

[Ps,j*Pei1 *Oi1]
[Uii

+

Lii]

This model represents an
effort to combine effects of vertical and
horizontal growth. Proximity to shopping

and employment areas is linked

to

available open space, conditioned

by

stability of urbanized land. Two significant effects result: first, the attractiveness of areas adjacent to the southern
half of the city is pronounced; and

increased accessibility should cause
these areas to develop rapidly. Second,
areas designated by the asterisk(.) may
not develop due to ownership conditions. Of all other areas, designated 1

and 2, values of 1 represent areas
which are most likely to develop
further, both inside the city and outside.

6.

Vertical Growth lV (Fig.16):
Dii

*

Aii

The effort here was directed

toward
spatial
dispersion of people who have good or
bad accessibility to major points in the
determ

ining numbers and

city by virtue of their specific location
and the roads network. Curiously in
this map, the accessibility index caused

some quirks

in the results, due to

aculty programming and formulation.
But the interpretation is as follows:
Values of 1 and 2 on the road network
have good access but low-density

f

population. Values of 3 through 8 inside

the city limits have high densities and
excellent access, while similar values
outside the city have moderate densities but poor access. ln the map the
results are somewhat nebulous due to
incompatibilities in the index values.

ication is that general
patterns of accessibility can be
increased for large numbers of
residents living in low-density areas
outside the city. Further, future roads
development policy should be based
on an objective of servicing the
largest numbers of inhabitants cur!'ently living in disadvantaged access

But the

areas,
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ind

ine the relationships between the
base functions. The base functions con-

Horizontal Growth ll (Fig.17):
Gii - aii

def

This map describes the locations in the
outer area of unoccupied land which
should be attractive to the various socio-

economic groups. Tones inside the
urbanized area are meaningless and
should be disregarded. The higher
values represent the higher income
groups, where current trends indicate
costs of land will increase due to the

status of residents in

ad

jacent

developments. The more remote lands

will be attractive to low-income residents due to lower costs; this is paradoxical because their means of
personal mobility is limited. ln any case,

the lower values occur less frequently,
due to the smaller numbers of lower
class inhabitants of Raleigh. This trend
can be reduced by policies of income
redistribution, mass transport, and price

stabilization in the real estate market
through FHA and rent subsidy programs.

8.

Horizontal Growth lll (Fig.18):
Oii * Aii

18) Similar to figure 12, this model is
perhaps the most telling of the horizontal growth models, overcoming the

technical def iciency described in the
first attempt. The darkest values (9) are

stitute a reasonable way of organizing
the factors of location so that they can
be used as an instrument of description
and of prediction. Problems exist in

deriving the indices, but this can be
model. The organizing model (fig. 1)
might also be subject to change; this
too is being studied.

The importance of this exercise lies

in

the attempt to place the emphasis on
qualitative aspects of individual preference for certain relationships which
exist, but are not always maximal, in

the urban environment. lt appears that
inclusion of the preferences of individuals can, and sometimes does, play an

important role

in

contributing

to

the

physical planning of urban facilities and
their arrangements. Location possibili-

ties are currently

manipulated

by

planners with very little attention to the
personal nature of choice. One question
which arises is whether it is possible to
maximize choice and resultant psychic
rewards for all inhabitants of the city.

lf plans were developed with such
psychic returns as a prime objective,
f uture development outcomes might
improve the choice of locations to
ind ivid uals.

currently inaccessible, while the rest of
the values are concentrically contoured
outward from the center of the city. The
bulk of available land which is reasonably accessible is concentrated in the
southern half of the city, supporting the
view that development in these areas is
imminent. Even so, with radical changes
in the roads system, the overall trend is
toward concentric growth in the city.
Once the effect of accessibility change

From the preceding analysis, several
observations might be made relevant
to future studies of this nature. First, the
study is largely descriptive, although it
aims at predictivity. Suggestions for
development policy arising f rom the
combination models could be implemented, and after five or ten years, the

abates, the phenomenon of concentric
growth will probably resume.

then be possible to determine

C. Analysis and Conclusions
ln spite of the technical errors evidenced

in the combined models, it is

clear

from certain combinations that further
formulation is necessary to adequately

eff

ects observed by repeating

the

if

the
the

initial data collection process. lt would
implementation

of the policy had

desired growth eff ects. There is an
advantage to be gained from the data
collection procedure: it is quick, and
can be carried out by an individual
working over short periods of time; and
much of the index materials come from
map analysis and from basic census

material. There is also an advantage to

be gained in looking at the city and its

surround ing area or hinterland as a
whole rather than by individual areas

improve or destroy the living styles of
lower classes who may never be able to

benefit from increased access due to
limits on transportation? These ques-

in greater detail. Much wasteful time
can be spent in analyzing areas which
do not require concentrated efforts.
The problems of some areas can be

tions, and others, arise through

solved by measures designed to improve

in policies toward physical development and the allocation of resources
have substantial implications f or the
increasing of such rewards to all

the operation of city-wide systems;
conversely, analysis of city-wide systems often indicates large-scale
problems of smaller areas which can-

the
concept of psychic rewards. And yet
most such rewards are caref ully

monitored by public policy. Alterations

scale, but these clues should dictate

more intensive study of social

physical conditions which

a

and

prevail.

Certainly more detailed study of the
southern areas of Raleigh is warranted
to effectively and eff iciently plan its

growth. Since this growth trend is
indicated by the study, it would be
advantageous for planners to develop a
detailed plan for the physical and social

development of that area bef ore it
develops in the sprawling hodgepodge

ashion of recent growth in cities.
Certainly in the process of planning it
would be possible to include some
f

forms of development which maximize
social and environmental rewards.
Most of the location factors as presented
can be designed for. Employment areas
and shopping areas are spatial effects;
should they occur randomly as happens

in the world of private development, or
should they be concentrated to afford
easy access and convenience to users?

Hopefully, a more cautious approach
toward location of facilities, in terms of
maximum economic eff iciency, which
includes some measures of psychic
returns, will be a trend of planning in

the future. Vertical growth in cities
should aim at improving the quality of
life, not for the daily users of the central
areas, but for those who live in poverty

within walking distance.

Horizontal

growth should be carefully structured so

that 25 or 50 years from now we have
some land left to enjoy. The location of
physical facilities must follow some
optimal rules; these rules are of the

utmost importance when we realize
that the resulting patterns of development might create an environment that
twice as many people will have to live

in and derive their psychic

rewards.

The primary conclusion of this study

the need f or

caref

ul monitoring

is

and

structuring of the physical development
of Raleigh to conform to societal goals

of which psychic rewards are

an

essential right.

urban areas as being

integrative
a priority
system would result in loss of open and

rather than adaptive, such

recreation spaces which are essential
to man's survival in high density situations.

development sector, should cities

This prolect was conducted over a
period of approximately six months
while working at the Greater London

development? What are the implications

Council, London, England. The specific
brief was to determine factors which

for certain social groups of increased
accessibility-will anewfreeway

densely developed urban areas.

affect the locations of highways

The problem thus became one

of

examining the physical potential of the
built environment to f ind areas in which
change might prove to be a catalyst for

upgrading the overall environment
while reducing the impact of major

highways on existing development. This

shift in emphasis necessitated a reexamination of the inputs to studies of
highway location in the GLC to determine if a new set of environmental priorities could be established.

Definition of pertinent and available
data required about four weeks; supplementary data was acquired from "windshield survey", requiring about four

more weeks. Graphic analysis

and

synthesis required the major portion of
remaining time, while appropriate allocation was retained for changeover to

comparison studies. The study was
conducted in South London, in a study
atea of about 20 square miles or,

specifically,

36 square

kilometers.

Comparison studies took place in
selected parts of London, with the
specific intent of reexamining and
road, along its entire proposed route.

METROPOLITAN HIGHWAYS.

assure a plentiful amount of amenity
recreation space f or f uture areas of

high priority."t; Early in the study we
decided that if one views change in

subsequently, rejustifying the location
of the Motorway Box, an urban ring

PABT IV: THE LONDON STUDY,
LOCATIONAL DETERM!NANTS FOR

Although much of the available open
space will ultimately go into the private
begin to acquire parts of these areas to

such as "location in open spaces has a

citizens.

not be perceived at the local level.

At the scale of this study, only rough
decisions can be made regard ing
requirements tor f uture development.
Clues to needs can be found at such a

Policy toward location had seemingly
been approached at the wrong scale,
and had been derived f rom policies

in

tZ frorn rn artrcle rn the LONDON EVENING
STANDARD. whrch descrrbed the iactors whrch
determrned the locatron polrcy for such highways, notably. the Motorway Box. The arttcle was
aimed at reducrng the lears of the populace.

whrch were generated by announ'cements of
large numbers of displaced famrlres as a result
ol the new development proposal.

As the particular study was a

pilot

study, there are present in it some minor

changes from the proceeding

theory-

this is largely due to inappropriate
chronology, and to expansion of the
study after the pilot activities.

A. Environmental Factors of Location

of

Primary Routes and Motorways

This study was an analysis of urban
design aspects that should be considered in the urban motorway program. lt
consisted of a broad statement of the
techniques used at both the policy and
design levels in determination of motorway or primary route alignment loca-

conversely,

areas in which there were

many

objections are termed "non-receptive".
The receptive area was converted into
a corridor within which it would be most
logical to locate a proposed motorway
link. lt was anticipated that this corridor would provide an area in which

many alignments are possible and
f easible; it was also anticipated that
more detailed studies within the corridor would be required to determine
the best "engineered" alignment. The
function of this study was to eliminate
time-consuming analysis of unlikely
alignments, by using the physical and

def ined, such techniques will yield a systematically

evaluation. Once

comprehensive treatment of problems of

motorway location---rcne which is
sensitive to factors of location at each
level. To test this hypothesis, techniques must be designed and applied

for the

coordination

of

inf

ormation

utilized at each of the levels described
below. This study is an amplification of

one such technique made

under

"Metropol itan Analysis."

tions.

primary determinant.

Regional Analysis The need to reduce
cross-city traffic impact on the central
area, and to ease point-to-point movement within the city strongly suggested
the creation of a motorway system

study at a broad strategic level, and be

Areas of receptivity can be defined on

around London based upon the concept
of three concentric rings connected to

lt was important that environmental criteria be introduced in the

visual amenity of the environment as

a

stages;

the basis of purely subjective informa-

therefore, the stage seguence serves as
a structure lor developing appropriate

tion unless sources permit analysis of

carried through subsequent
studies

of

locational determ inants f or

highway locations in any situation.

ol the technique was to
determine those factors which affect
and determine the receptivity or nonreceptivity of urban areas to motorway
development; specific policies toward

The object

location were defined

to

establish
enabling and deterring criteria of highway receptivity. Reconnaissance maps

and statistics of vanous conditions in
the study area form the basis of the
technique; the f ollowing information
maps were considered necessary:

1. Environmental Quality
2. Activity lntensity
3. Landscape Amenity
4. ldentity Areas
5. Communications Systems
6. Accessibility Areas
7. Planning Commitments
These survey maps were combined and
superimposed using a graphic analysis
and synthesis technique: areas in which

there were no objections to motorway
development on the basis of synthesis
of the seven information maps were
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termed "receptive", and,

more objective information instead. ln
order to produce a reasonable result
over a short period of time, emphasis
was concentrated on simple methods

for quantifying. The location of corridors was based upon analysis of

receptivity; more detailed decisions
may be based upon more thorough
evaluation studies of receptive areas.
Context studies made at several levels
of consideration are required for

ing

motorway locations, since
criteria justifying a regional link will
differ significantly lrom those justifying
links between sub-centers in urban
decid

areas. To serve or link two predetermined points in geographic space, an
inf

inite number of alignments are

possible; knowledge that a motorway
is to traverse a given area should
indicate the need for a set of studies

to

isolateireasons for

or against

any

given alignment.

lf essential factors are ignored at one
scale, their absence becomes increasingly noticeable at subsequent levels.
Each level of consideration requires a
different operational technique
procedure for design, assessment,

and
and

other urban areas by radial routes.
This'concentrics and radials' theory

resulted from considerations of needs,
and from construction of a hypothetical
geometry, or the application of information to pattern, and led to a generally
accepted concept for the primary roads
system in London. (This concept has

been altered since its f irst presentation.) Regional criteria considered at
this broad level should establish the
general concept of the motorway network, points of interchange, and the
areas and localities it is to serve.

Metropolitan Analysis The second level

of consideration implemented a genera-

lized scheme established under Regional Analysis to def ine subregional
areas where the motorway can be
located. Selecting

two points f rom

among designated interchange points,

it

was the objective of this study to
a 'corridor' of land suitable for

define

motorway development. Such a corridor
need not be continuous, nor of a fixed
dimensional width, but it should clearly
demonstrate areas of receptivity with-

out suggesting a preferred or

exact

alignment. lt should also indicate areas
in which a more detailed assessment of

the physical and
conditions is necessary.

environmental

Urban Analysis The urban level

of

consideration was a more detailed
survey and analysis of the corridor. lt
was devised to bring levels of detail
into consistency with scales of consideration, and to suggest alternative

Changes to the program should be
incorporated speedily and eff iciently,
so as not to slow the progress of design

study area was defined on a base map
(ordinance survey) allowing consideration of any possible route location area

development.

between the two points.

Summary

At this stage, techniques involved study
of land use, general urban fabric, com-

Regional Analysis estab/ishes general

mu

'strip' routes. lt should combine informa-

tion concerning social, physical,

and

fabric study factors within the corridor,

with the primary objective that of
establishing a preferred alignment.
Criteria for decision-making can be
based upon visual assessment and
survey, demographic, and statistical
data. ln order to develop a compre-

locations and points of interchange,
relating these to regional need.
Metropolitan Analysis takes the
and locations, and determines corridors
of receptivity requiring further and more

points

detailed analysis ol alignment and

hensive understanding of the character,

interchange.

manipulated to clarify criteria and
produce useful "insight" into relevant
relationships. Suggestion of a strip
does not imply a rigid, fixed alignment;
the precise route can be determined

within the corridor and determines a
pref erred alignment, examines the
impact of this alignment at the local

amenities, and conf licts of the study
area, information was structured and

f

and

irmly f ixes the alignment.

from detailed engineering stud ies.

These studies should develop a strip
location by making a detailed assessment of impact on smaller scale areas.
lmpact assessments should be carried
out along the entire corridor suggested
at this level. Efforts should be directed
at resolution of environmental, social,
physical, financial, psychological, and
f

unctional f actors which

af

fect

f

inal

locational decisions.

When completed, these studies should
present one clear alternative-a fixed
alignment-which represents the best

interests

for study area, motorway

location, and urban design objectives.
Architectural and Engineering Analysis
At the f inal level of consideration, architects and engineers take over an align-

ment fixed by the previous levels, and
convert it into design, working drawings,

and contracts. Studies made at this
level should conform to the brief as
established by planning, urban design,
highway planning, and valuation.

yield substantive and subjective assessments of environmental quality and
content. The study was conducted at the

Metropolitan Analysis stage, with the
objective that of determining the strip
location within a corridor of feasible or
receptive locations.

Urban Analysis examines alternatives

level, estab/lshe s receptivity,

nications and accessibility and
physical structure. Observations of
relationships between these factors

Architectural and Engineering Analysis
develops the physical design, drafts
the working drawings, and administrates the construction phase of the
project.

It should be noted that this sequence
was not to be restricted to motorway
or primary roads; any roads improve-

ment scheme should f it into the
structuring sequence with reasonable
ease.

B. The Study Area
Having established the broad conceptual framework, the pilot study undertook to develop a technique f or

metropolitan analysis: the Streatham
Vale (A23) to Southend (Lewisham,
A21) section of 'Ringway 2' was chosen
because the two intersection points
had been precisely located, but the
alignment between them was undetermined (Fig. 19). The studY aimed at
demonstrating possible corridors of
land receptive to motorway development, rather than specific routes. The

C. lnformation and Filtration
A series of f ilter maps were drawn from
each of the survey information base
maps, based upon positive or negative
estimation of the effect of the motor-

way upon the existing environment,
thus abstracting areas of receptivity
and non-receptivity.

The method was dictated partly by the
immediate limits of available sources
and time within which decisions must
be made. Therefore the study aims at
a high level of information quality, but

a low level of detail. There was no
attempt to provide an exhaustive
search into sources, as the main
objective of the study is to develop a
technique for converting the information
into a potential locations corridor.

a discussion of the filter
information, and "rules" determining
Following is

receptivity on each of the six filter maps.

Map IVo. 1: Assessment

of

Environ-

mental Quality (Figs. 20, 21) fhe
objective was to define good environmental areas

in terms of

identifiable

factors perceived in the area studied. A
'good' environmental area was defined

as one in which there is a pleasant
atmosphere or character, combined

with neatness of landscape,

building
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form, space sequence, and planting. A
'bad' environmental area was defined
as one in which there is an unpleasant
character, combining f actors of dereliction, dilapidation, poor environmental

quiring face-lifting, rehabilitation to retrieve original quality.

3.

. . No distinguishing charac-

itions, and elements of

visual
intrusion. Quantified weights assigned
to various conditions depended
heavily upon intuition and visual perception during reconnaissance.

terislics, no sign of active

The assessments were made f rom
visual reconnaissance (windshield
survey), searching for indicators or
"signals" of quality in an attempt to

4 . . .Good environmental character; some negative f ac-

cond

objectify an extremely intuitive subject.
It is possible to assess relative quality
of an area by the presence of elements
considered "good" or "bad" and to
assign values to areas on the basis ol
such assessments. The "signals" were

conceived of as a series of easily
recognizable indicators of environmental conditions in a given area.
Examples might be rubbish or litter,
unkept yards, and dilapidated build-

ings on the negative side; and

nice

gardens, well painted trim on houses,

and good relationships between

land

use f unctions on the positive side.

Evaluation or assessment resulted in a

scale of "quality values" ranging from
1 for lowest quality, to 5 for highest. On
the maps these are interpreted in tone

contours, using white f or

lowest

deterioration or downgrading, no sign of posi-

tive elements; or

tors intruding;

overall

positive quality.

5... Excellent

environmental

quality; mostly

positive
quality elements; no
negative elements.

From the five magnitudes of environmental Quality, estimations were made
relating the quality magnitude of an area

to its receptivity to motorway development. The f ollowing policy toward
location was derived from studies of
environmental qual ity:

1. Avoid high quality (magnitudes

4, 5) environmental areas,' they are not
receptive to highway location.

2. Low quality areas are considered
receptive and warrant total renewal

consideration.

3. Middle quality areas may

accept

taken to minimize intrusion

ti

veness, poor land use

re

lati onsh i ps ; area requ ir-

ing redevelopment to re-

new the total

environ-

2...Fair

environmental area,

quality on downgrade; re-

keyed as areas requiring special

attention; in some cases, motorway
location can be combined with other
development proposals to alleviate
conflict conditions. Where activity
levels were low or non-existent, there
may be undefinable factors contributing to absence of community spirit,
pride, and responsibil ity.

A

broad study

Urban activity areas usually con-iribute
strongly to the character of an area,
def

ine community and

physical structure.

ln order to make a rapid assessment,
and detailed counting

calibrations

methods were not utilized. Areas were
assessed by observation and inference,

magnitudes

of perceived

activities

were made as follows:

OF ACTIVITY

1

Map No. 2: Activity Areas (Figs. 22, 23)
This study defined areas where there is
a recognizable level of activity, distin-

Heavy traffic congestion;
heavy pedestrian activity ;
concentrated commercial
or industrial outlets; main

shopping areas;

high

noise levels.

of

seasonal activities, and
those where there is always some
recognizable level or intensity.

and

preted caref ully to determine the
nature, type, and time of 4ctivity,

quality in low magnitude areas.

or

of activity levels

generators was considered essential,
and because of social conditions that
might be involved, results were inter-

MAGNITUDE CONDITIONS AND TYPE

4. Design highway locations to
reinf orce or upgrade environmental

specialty

place

and

disruption in such areas.

guishing between those types

ment.

to allow such contact to take

and the intensity, type, and quality of
activity were noted. The assessment

motorway development; care must be

indicators of dereliction,
monotony, lack of attrac-

f

considered worth maintaining as areas
for human contact, in which the present
level of congestion should be reduced

and help to

3,

on the following magnitude scale.

1 . . . Poor environmental area;

way location. Areas which attract
people or various activities were

freely. Areas of activity conflict were

balance of both.

quality, through black for highest. ln
simple terms, the grading was based
MAGNITUDE QUALITY CHARACTER
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a

Activity levels that reflect busy environmental areas were considered to be
highly sensitive to the effects of motor-

2

Moderate traffic; moder-

ate pedestrian

activity;

shopping areas,

com-

mercial areas,

Map lVo. 3: Topographic and

Open

business
noise

Space (Figs. 24, 25) ln this section,

moderate

pedestrian activity; local

bution of landscape elements without
attempting to assess the quality of the
elements, as this was included in the

area shops, businesses,'
no unusual noice prob-

environmental quality study. Generally,
policy toward retention and provision of

areas; constant

information was gathered on the distri-

levels.

Light

traff

ic;

lems.

open spaces and landscape amenity
was guided by our feeling that open

No perceptible acvitity;

spaces are essential as urban features

residential areas c/osed

to through

traf

f

ic;

no

and should be retained wherever pos-

of identity areas' may bear
ip to Buchanan's
'environmental areas', but Buchanan

The concept

some

relationsh

admits to lacking one of the fundamental

ideas implied by identity when he says,

"No sociological content is implied in
this concept. . . ." Lynch appears to be
much closer to the intended meaning:

sible in a highly urbanized setting.
By appearing as a remarkable and well-

noice.

Motorway-sensitive areas were deter-

Activity restricted to spe-

cial times of the day or
week, operating at various

levels of magnitude;
parks, open spaces, recre at i on al spaces, schoo/s,
hospitals, rail stations,

mined by open spaces of

positive

character, topographical changes
affording experiential variety, woodlands and water areas. The landscape of

open areas of poor quality, such

as

areas in which there are allotment
gardens (open space parceled out to

motorway

private gardeners), sewage plants and
outfalls, etc., are not adversely affected
by motorway location. The motorway
should be integrated into the landscape
as a positive redesign element, forcing

locations were based upon the follow-

areas of lower quality to redevelop

etc.

From these magnitudes decisions relat-

ing activity intensity to

areas where there is a strong sense of
identity, or may be structured to create
new 'identity areas'.

ing set of policies:

1. Avoid central area activities, or
areas with a perceptible level of
activity due to a clustering of activity
generators, such as shopping center,
civic centers, etc.; they are not receptive
to motorway location.

2. Avoid specialized local activity
generators and public facilities such as
hospitals,schoo/s, churches.

positively, and avoiding landscape areas

of high quality. lt should have built-in or
natural features alongside to maintain a

driver's interest without distracting.

Open space amenity areas and viewpoints should be used to best advantage, and wherever possible, alignment
should avoid land use areas which cannot be replaced or renewed or which
are essential to public recreation and

ace.t:t ( parentheses addedl

The process of constructing an 'image
of places' in a given area may provide
an important clue to social structuring
in the area. lt should be possible to
define sub-areas in which there is a
sense of place as determined by nodes,

views,

topog

raphy, parks,

housing

areas, etc. A sense of place, or identity,

may be fostered in a given area by
attachments to the name of the place,
such as "Mayfair", "Soho", or "Broadway" and the relative importance of,

gible boundaries.

between areas which have

quality, and areas where there might be
a disruptive effect on an otherwise low
activity area.

tr

26, 27) The objective of this study was

open spaces.

5. Avoid quiet areas of residential

human activity that occurs there, and
encourages the deposit of a memory

Map No. 4: Community ldentity (Figs.

relaxation.

to develop a method for distinguishing

positively, avoiding f urther disruptance.

these meanings and associations. Such

a sense of place enhances every

and hence the degree of which a place
has an identity, may depend upon how
well it is known both inside and outside
its surrounding area. Often such an
'identity area' has undefined and intan-

3. Avoid amenity areas used part-time
such as recreation grounds, parks,
4. Locate access/egress points to
inlluence existing activity areas

knit place, the city (or its parts, in the
case of a city-region or large urban
agglomeration) could provide a ground
for the clustering and organization of

a sense

of

'identity', and for defining the boundaries of such areas. Since major routes
tend to define 'environmental areas'rs

motorway location can have a disruptive
effect on existing community structure.
Suggestions for location may break up
'18. Buchanan. Srr Colin. TRAFFIC lN
Her Malesty's Stationery

Of

f

TOWNS

ice. London, I963.

ln the pilot study, information was
obtained f rom visual survey and
ordinance survey maps. Although
subjective assessments may prove to be
unreliable and thus unrealistic, it seemed
to establish boundaries and barriers that

contribute physically to define areas
rS. Ly;n. Kevrn: THE IMAGE OF THE CITY
MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1960.
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with a sense of place. Factors such as
patterns of topography, grain, streets,
and planting were noted during reconnaissance survey. Other factors such as
grouping (social if possible), prdportion,
elements of 'place' and name association, were also examined in the search
for environmental d ivisions.

An estimation of

'environmental
identity' was made on the basis of visual
survey, and verified against ordinance
and aerial survey maps, then verified
again by re-survey. The information can

only reflect existing conditions and is
not to be interpreted as more than a
"sketch" social indicator. lt is possible
that studies of social activity might be
linked to "sense of place" studies to
indicate the presence of community
identity.
Motonrvay location can be used as posi-

tive influence on identity areas

and

community structure, and may be useful
in re-structuring community boundaries

to create areas with cohesive identity.
Restructuring is not conceived as the
sole operation; in order to create identity areas it should lre linked to compre-hensive development schemes and long
range plans.

ln the pilot study, 'Crystal

3.

Treat areas where there is potential
or creation ol identity areas, or a sense
of place, in the design brief . These areas
should be safeguarded from disruption
f

th r oug

h

m

otorw ay I oc at i on.

5: Communications (Transportation Systems) (Figs. 28, 29) This study
had a twofold object: first, to provide a
picture of the existing communications
Map No.

of the survey area, and
to provide information pertaining to a study of accessibility. The
existing structure was likely to be a
relevant factor, since the new motorway would become a part of the communications system. Existing rail lines
and roads were expected to inlluence
alignment proposals. Most existing
structure
second,

primary roads produce barriers due to

congestion, and in general railways
produce both noise and visual conditions which could be modified positively
through design.

Palace'

the place regionally, while
locally, Upper Norwood is the best

but in

a

can be

directly

motorway barrier. ln a
country where private car ownership is
low, accessibility to public transport is

affected by

a critical

problem. This assumption

produced a secondary assumption: that
of a relationship between accessibility

and environmental quality.

lt

may

be

possible to define non-receptive areas
as those in which accessibility to the

various transport systems modes

is

limited.

ln the pilot study, all parts of the study
area were served equally well by bus
services, so measurement was confined
to the rail services in the area, and the
accessibility through these services to
other centers, such as Central London,
Croydon, etc. Local accessibility was
assumed to be constant, and of high

to

as

of one'half mile was regarded as reasonable for catchment areas from local
stations; areas which were not in such

ication of an existing
negative condition, such as uninter-

vent

intensif

design there are likely to be problems

of

amplif

ication,

f

or

Accessibility areas were drawn up using
a time-distance scale. A walking radius

pre-

considering these lines

receptive, care must be taken

example, direct

example of place identity, probably due
to its unique geographical condition.
South Noruood, Streatham Vale, Elmers

egress from the C-ring to the present
A23 road would produce an increase
over present traffic loads, resulting in
unbearable environmental conditions of

End, Anerley, and Southend have de-

congestion.

creasing degrees ol perceptible identity.

catchment areas

were

considered

inaccessible. Any area served by two
or more services was rated high in
accessibility.

D. Graphic Analysis and Synthesis
These study maps were combined using

a "sieve"

process involving graphic

analysis and synthesis. Areas defined

Decisions relating identity areas to

Decisions relating communications to

motonaay location were based upon the
following policies:

location were guided by these policies:

as receptive were established using
policy guidelines and the areas so

1.

defined were drawn onto overlay maps,
called 'filters'. For each study map, the

1. Avoid areas with well-def ined identity boundaries which might be disrupted
by motorway location.

2.

Areas with no tangible or perceivconsidered
receptive, development should strive to
create identity areas in new proposals.

able identity should be
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transport systems

quality.

ln certain areas, railway lines have produced a pattern that is highly receptive
to linear design (such as motoruvays),

rupted linear elements. At every level of

announces

Map No.6; Accessibility (Figs. 30, 31)
The basis for this study was the initial
assumption that accessibility to public

Existing railway lines provide an
opportunity to locate motorways because of provided breaks in the urban
pattern.

2. Avoid existing

communications

congestion areas; alleviate congestion
through design developments if
possib/e.

f

ilter map def ines areas which are

receptive to motonray location for that
study only. The six resulting lilter maps
were then superimposed, and a map
showing contours ol receptivity was
drawn. This map is made up of six
contoured tones, each representing the
number of filtered objections or degrees

of receptivity by area. Tones on this map

specific conclusion, and the relation

to
receptive (light). Thus graphic synthesis
of the six f ilter maps resulted in a single

between the determrnants is also made
specific. The Raleigh study is more an

represent non-receptive (dark)

map of receptivity contours, indicating
those sub-areas in the study area that
are most suitable for motorway (and
urban design) location (Figs. 32, 33, 34).

As a historical note, the Greater London
Council later voted to accept the recommended "strip" location determined by

this process. The Council recognized
that the most important single consideration in determining locations of
major highways in urban areas is that
of impact on and disruption to the

physical environment. lt also recognized
the need for development of techniques
which insert environmental considerations into the process of deciding highway locations, and stimulated a series
of re-evaluations of motorway proposals
which had not yet reached the impte-

mentation stage

to examine

the

environmental impact. The pilot study

was used

to verify a

portion

Motonrvay Box proposal, but
alignment alteration was made.

of

no

the
major

The effectiveness of the study can be
in these terms. The intuitive
nature of the study came under fire

judged
f

rom rational

(cost-benef

it)

process

advocates, but as a tool for determining

highway locations the study was con-

sidered valid. Some of the

more

judgmental criteria might be made more

explicit and sophisticated, but the
relatively intuitive examination of
locational factors seemed to be com-

patible with the need for environmental
determinism at the level of Metropol-

exploratory model, which enables the
user to specify in advance the relationship between the determinants, and to
search for problems using a trial and

error approach. Both models are
descriptive, but the London study
describes a static equilibrium state,
while the Raleigh study seeks to allow
for a more versatile, dynamic, and non-

of each study.

Where the London study is essentially

a manual process, it aims for a

very

establish

by the user.

the study to utilize the program

accept any constraints placed

on

it

is

implicit. The GRID program allows a
considerable flexibility in manipulating
data, since factors can be combined
algebraically at the user's discretion.
The next stage of this type of study
would be the development of weight
coeff icients for each of the location
determinants. This would be achieved
through several means, such as correlation analysis, regression analysis, or
factor analysis. The research can also
be extended to include other environ-

mental

determ inants
as they emerge.

and

constraints

Both models contain potential for
conversion to more sophisticated
mathematical formulation, but the

of the simplistic approach
in this paper is primarily
ease of application and utilization.
Physical principles, such as massadvantage

described

balance equations, and conservation of
mass are easily applied, given a series

of

observations

for each f actor

over

The most fruitful area for future application of the concept appears to be that
of the study of the impact of development on the social, physical and eco-

locational objectives

land use function), and to

used in the London study, comparison
is made difficult; but the potentiat for

PART V: CONCLUSION
the

f

upon the modeler's ability to conceptualize the system being modeled, to
define the relevant factors of location
(which vary according to the specific

Since the computer program was not

time.

London and Raleigh studies arise in the
technique used for analysis and in the

a highway, a low-income housing
project, or a shopping center. lts
versatility, unctionally, is dependent

meaningful and relevant relationships
between the factors. Once these parameters are defined, the system should

equilibrium state.

itan Analysis.

The major dif ferences between

borhoods) or larger areas (i.e., regions)
at will. The model appears to work best
when used to determine the location
and impact of a single function, such as

nomic systems of which urban areas are

constituted. Varying the scale of the
analysis of urban areas offers a basis
for studying smaller areas (i.e., neigh-
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Figure 1b: Organizational Flow (Processual)
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